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The main purpose of this study is to clarify some ideas on a possi-
ble modification to the IBM Program for solving the Transportation Prob-
lem by the IBM 650 Computor. The Transportation Problem is a special 
case of the Linear Programming technique. The Transportation Problem is 
used to solve problems in which it is desired to minimize the cost of 
transporting homogeneous goods from several sources to a group of differ-
ent destinations. Since the method of solution of the Problem is lengthy, 
high-speed computors are utilized for most applications. Programs have 
been developed to instruct the computors to accomplish the calculations 
to solve this type of problem. In this study, we are interested in the 
IBM Program 496 and the IBM 650 Computor. 
James Hetrick of the Continental Oil Company brought to my attention 
a possible modification of the IBM program that might result in reduced 
machine computation time. Since the IBM program for the Transportation 
Problem is so widely used, I decided that it was worth while to see if 
the program could be improved. With the aid of Mr. Hetrick 1s advice and 
assistance, this study was formulated and carried out. 
I am deeply indebted to Stanley Poley, the author of the IBM Program 
496, for permitting the enclosure of his program in this study. The com-
pleteness and lucidity of his work has greatly decreased my need to des-
cribe the details of his program. 
Indebtedness is also acknowledged to Dr. John W. Hamblin, for plac-
ing the facilities of the Computing Center at my disposal; and to Dr~ 
iii 
Franklin A. Graybill and H. G. Thuesen, for their advice and criticism of 
this thesis. 
Finally, I wish to ex.press my appreciation to Edith M. Peterson and 
Jean L, Crowder for their work in preparing the manuscript. 
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The main purpose of this study is to determine which of two com-
putor programs -solves the Transportation Probl:em in the least amount of 
time on the IBM 650 Computor. The ~tudy was conducted empirically. 
Both programs were tested for various size problems to determine which 
of the programs takes the least computation time. 
So that the reader may understand the analysis of the study to 
follow, it is deemed necessary to discuss (1) the nature of the Trans-
portation Problem, (2) the method of obtaining the solution of the· 
Transportation Problem, and (3) the structure of the two programs to be 
studied. 
A. The Nature of the Transportation Problem 
The Transportation Problem is a special case in Linear Programming. 1 
The formulation and solution of this type of problem were first applied 
to the problem of supplying goods from sources of supply to a number of 
points of demand. However, the Transportation Problem can be construct-
ed for varied applications. The only limitations imposed upon the ap-
plication, other than those required of a general Linear Programming 
1For a complete explanation of the theory and application of Linear 
Programming in general, it is suggested that the following references 
be utilized. 
A. Charnes, W.W. Cooper, and A. Henderson, An Introduction~ 
Linear Programming (New York, 1953), 
C. W. Churchman, R. L. Ackoff, E. L. Arnoff, Introduction to 
qperations Research (New York, 1957), pp. 279-342, 
1 
problem, are that 
(1) the coefficients of the variables must be equal to either one 
or zero; 
(2) the sum of the goods at the sources must equal the sum of the 
goods required at the destinations; and, 
(3) the quantities at supply and demand points must be expressed 
in homogeneous units. 
2 
The solution of the Transportation Problem yields an optimum solu-
tion consistent with any imposed restrictions inherent in the applica-
tion. All alternate solutions of the same value as the optlinum are 
also indicated" This technique then permits fast and accurate analysis 
of possible courses of action to be taken to solve the specific problem. 
B. The Method of Solving the Transportation Problem 
To avoid the need of a technical discussion of tbe theory of 
Linear Programming, the method of solving the Transportation Problem 
will be shown by the use of a specific example. The example is simpli-
fied to permit understanding of the basic techniques. The problem can 
be stated thus: The Ajax Co., which produces a homogeneous product at 
three plants located in different locations, wishes to ship this pro-
duct to five different demand points or destinations at minimum cost. 
Freight and storage rates are given between each plant and each desti-
nation. The problem is to determine the amount of the product that will 
be shipped from each plant to each destination, so that the overall 
shipping cost will be minimized. 
The necessary information can be assembled on the two matrices 
shown in Tables I-1 and I-2. The plants are designated as s1 , s2, s3 
3 
TABLE I-1. Physical Requirements of Problem 
·~ 
Dl D2 D3 D4 D.5 Production ions Plants 
sl x11 x12 x13 JS.4 JS..5 6 
S2 x21 x22 x23 X24 X2.5 8 I 
I 
I 
S3 x31 x32 x33 x34 x3.5 9 
Demand 3 2 8 4 6 23 
" -
TABLE I-2. Unit Shipping Costs 
~ I; Dl D2 DJ D4 D.5 
C11 Cl2 C13 C14 C1.5 
Sl 4 6 10 2 8 
"--
c21 c22 c23 C24 C2.5 
S2 2 8 1.5 7 10 
c31 032 033 c3h C3.5 
S3 8 4 12 3 7 
4 
and the destinations are designated D1 , D2, D3, D4, D5. Table I-1 shows 
the-physical requirements of the problem. These requirements are that 
Sl' s2, and s3 can produce 6, 8, and 9 units of product respectively, 
while destinations D1 , D2, D3' n4, and n, require, to supply their cms-
tomers, 3, 2, 8, 4, and 6 units of product respectively. The X values 
contained in the table designate the number of units of product to be 
shipped from S. to D. 9 where i equals 1, 2, or 3 and j equals 1, 2., 3, 
1 J 
4, or 5, The purpose of the problem is to determine these X .. values. 1J 
Although not necessary, it has been assumed, for simplicity, that the 
amount of production equals the amount of demand. 
Table I-2 shows the unit shipping cost, Cij' of shipping one unit 
of product from S. to D. • Therefore, the problem is to obtain values 
1 J 
for each Xij in Table I-1 such that they satisfy the given movement re-
quirements and minimize the total cost. 
The process involved in finding the minimum cost and the proper X 
values is to first find a feasible solution. A feasible solution is one 
which satisfies the movement requirements of the problem. After an ini-
tial feasible solution is obtained, the solution is inspected to deter-
mine if the solution produces a minimum cost. If it does., the problem 
is solved: a minimum cost is stated, and9 the X values are determined 
from the feasible solution. If the solution does not produce a minimum 
cost, the cost matrix is inspected to determine what X values, when en-
tered in the solution, will reduce the cost. The entrance into the so-
lution of the X value that reduces the cost the greatest amount is then 
accomplished, and a new feasible solution results. Again this solution 
is inspected to see if the cost is minimurn. The process is repeated 
until a minimum cost is obtained. 
1. Selection of an Initial Feasible Solution 
The first requirement in utilizing the transportation technique is 
to find an initial feasible solution. Several methods have been devel-
oped to find this solution. The one most widely used, and shown below, 
finds the solution by attempting to sub-optimize, with respect to cost, 
the various combinations of supply and demand. The minimum element, 
C .. , in the first row of the cost matrix is found, and the corresponding 1J 
X .. is set equal to S. or D.~ whichever is smaller. If the S. is all 1J 1 J 1 
utilized, the procedure is repeated in the next row. If there is some 
S1. remaining, the next minimum C .. in the same row is found and the cor-1J 
responding X .. is set equal to D. or what remains to be shipped from S., 1J J 1 
whichever is smaller. This procedure is continued in this manner, row 
by row, until the last row is completed. 
In the example, the minimum element in the first row of the unit 
cost matrix is seen to be c14 . The corresponding X value, x14, is set 
equal to s1 or n4, whichever is smaller. In this case ~ 4 would be set 
equal to 4, the total demand at n4. Since there are still units of pro-
duct available at &1 (6-4=2), the next lowest unit cost is selected, that 
is c11 • Since s1 is now smaller than D1 , x11 is set equal to s1 • Since 
all of the units of product produced at s1 have now been shipped, the 
second row is scanned for the minimum C ..• This procedure is followed 1J 
through all the rows of the cost matrix. The ini~ial feasible solution 
for the example appears in Table I-3, which shows the units of product 
that would be shipped from each plant to each destination. All blocks 
which are blank signify that no units would be shipped. The correspond-
ing total cost of this solution can be found by multiplying each X .. in 
J.J 
Table I-3 by the corresponding Cij in Table I-2 and sununing the products. 
TABLE I-3o Initial Feasible Solution 




2 4 6 
I, 
X21 X22 X25 
82 1 2 5 8 
X33 X35 
83 8 1 9 
Demand 3 2 8 4 6 23 
TABLE I-40 Unit Cost Matrix of Initial Feasible Solution 
and V and V Tables 
,~-
Row 
s D1 D2 D3 D4 D.5 Values 
s Ui 
81 4 2 0 
S2 2 8 10 - 2 
S3 12 7 - 5 
Colurrm 




The total cost of the initial feasible solution is 187. 
2. Inspection for Minimum Cost 
To determine if the cost obtained from a solution is minimum, it is 
necessary to inspect each Xij and corresponding Cij not included in the 
feasible solution. In this way the costs associated with not using the 
blocks which are blank can be determined. If none of these costs can 
reduce the total cost of the feasible solution, the cost obtained from 
the solution is the minimum. On the other hand, if any of the costs 
associated with the blank blocks can reduce the total cost of the feas-
ible solution, it is then necessary to compute a new feasible solution. 
The following procedure is used to evaluate the costs associated 
with not using the blank blocks in the feasible solution. This proced-
ure will determine whether the solution is mini.Inal or whether it is 
necessary to find a new solution. This procedure was developed by 
Dantzig. 2 
First, column value and row value tables are constructed. The 
column values are designated Vj and the row values, Ui. These tables 
are constructed in such a manner that 
ui .;. v j = cij . 
The Ui associated with the first block of the feasible. solution in which 
an Xij value appears is arbitrarily assigned the value of zero. Passing 
through the rest of the solution matrix, the remaining U. and V. values 
l. J 
are calculated. This procedure may require more than one pass through 
2G. B. Dantzig, Chapter XXI, Activity Analysis of Production and 
Allocation, ed. T. C. Koopmans, Cowles Collllllission Monograph #13, 
John Wiley and Sons (New York, 19.51). · 
8 
the solution matrix to complete the U and V tables. 
Upon completion of the U and V tables, the quantity Wij is computed 
for each and every element of the cost matrix. The Wij value is comput-
ed by the equation, 
wij = ui f vj - cij 
The Wij value is equivalent to the cost associated with not utilizing a 
particular Xij in the feasible solution. If the Wij value for any ele-
ment is negative, the introduction of that element into the solution 
matrix would increase the total cost by the amount (Wij) (G) where G is 
equal to the number of units to be shipped from Si to Dj. However, if 
the Wij value is greater than zero, the introduction of that element in-
to the solution matrix would decrease the total cost by the amount (Wij) 
(G). Therefore if the Wij value is greater than zero for any element in 
the matrix, the feasible solution is not minimalo Conversely, if all 
the W .. values are zero or negative, the solution is minimal and the J.J 
problem is solved. 
The U and V tables for the initial feasible solution of the example 
appear in Table I-4. u1 is arbitrarily set equal to zero. Therefore, 
v1 and v4 are equal to 4 and 2 respectively. Passing to the ne;x:t ele--
ment, c21, in the cost matrix, it is seen that u2 can be calculated 
since u2 is equal to c21 - v1, both known values. Proceeding in this 
manner the U and V tables are calculated in two passes through the solu-
tionmatrix. 
The Wij values are then computed for each and every element of the 
cost matrix. For example, w12 is equal to u1 f v2 - c12 or 4, The Wij 
values for all elements are shown in Table I-5. From the nature of the 
calculations, the Wij values associated with the elements in the 
9 
TABLE I-5. Element Evaluation-Wij Values for Initial Solution 
·~ 
Dl D2 D3 D4 D.5 
S1 0 4 7 0 4 
S2 0 0 0 -7 0 
S3 -9 1 0 -6 0 
TABLE I-6. Stepping Stone Route 
~ s D1 D2 s D3 D4 D.5 Production 
Xll X13 X14 
Sl @f---- -o 4 6 
. 1 ~ 
X21 1 X22 I X25 




-0 S3 @~ I--- - ~ 9 
Demand 3 2 8 4 6 23 
10 
solution matrix are zero. A zero for any other Wij value, such as w23, 
signifies that there is an alternate solution with the same total cost. 
If all the Wij values had been zero or negative, the initial feasible 
solution would have been minimalo However, since there is at least one 
non-zero, positive value, namely w13, in Table I-5, the solution is not 
minimal. 
3. Iterative Procedure to Find the Minimal Solution 
Having determined that the last feasible solution is not minimal 
through inspection of the Wij values, it is now necessary to find a new 
feasible solution. The new feasible solution is found by entering the 
corresponding Xij value of a Wij value which is greater than zero. 
Since the solution matrix can only contain the number of elements equal 
to the sum of the sources and destinations minus one, some X .. value al-J..J 
ready in the solution will be eliminated. In this way the total cost is 
reduced. The total amount of cost reduction depends upon the number of 
units of product that can be assigned the Xij that is entering the solu-
tion. 
When the new feasible solution has been found, it is inspected, as 
explained above, to see if the solution is minimal. If the solution is 
not the minimum, then another feasible solution must be found. This 
process is repeated until a feasible solution with the minimum total 
cost is obtained. The process of repeatedly finding feasible solutions 
is an iterative procedure. That is, each time the process is repeated, 
the same procedures are utilized. The computation of each feasible so-
lution has therefore been called an "iteration". 
The following procedure is used to obtain a new feasible solution 
and reduction in total cost. To facilitate the understanding of this 
11 
discussion, let the X .. element that is to enter the feasible solution 
1J 
be designated by x1J. First, a XIJ is found that corresponds to a non-
zero, positive WIJ value from the previous solution. Then, using the 
feasible solution table, this XrJ element is entered into the solution 
through a technique which has been called 11 the Stepping Stone Method11 .3 
Commencing at the XIJ element a closed path is constructed, utilizing 
some of the Xij elements in the solution matrix as stepping stones. 
route of the path must be either along a row or up or down a column. 
The 
To determine which Xij elements can be used as stepping stonesj the 
following procedure is used. Consider the XIJ element to be part of the 
solution matrix. Then eliminate all Xij elements of the solution matrix 
which are in a row or column that does not contain any other Xij element 
of the solution matrix. Repeat this process until there are not any Xij 
elements standing alone in either a row or column of the solution matrix. 
Then the remaining Xij elements of the solution matrix are stepping 
stones and a closed path can be constructed, including each of them. 
Having established the closed path, it is now possible to determine 
how many units of product can be assigned to the XIJ element. The num-
ber of units of product that can be assigned to the XIJ element is des-
ignated Q. To find Q, it is necessary to remember that the units of 
product assigned to any X. . element in the solution matrix cannot be 1J 
less than zero; and the total units of product available at any source 
or required at any destination is constant. Remembering this, the 
3 A. Charnes and W. W. Cooper: "Tflre Stepping Stone Method of 
Explaining Linear Programming Calculations in Transportation 
Problems'', Management Science, 1., no. 1, Appendix, October 19.54, 
12 
maximum value of G is equal to the smallest Xij value contained in ele-
ments that are odd stepping stones, as counted over the closed path from 
the XIJ element. 
After Q has been obtained, the solution matrix is altered, and a 
new feasible solution obtained. The value Q is placed in the XIJ ele-
ment and each stepping stone element is increased or decreased by Q 
units of product, so that the supply and demand requirements of the 
problem are maintained. The value of each element in the solution that 
is not a stepping stone remains constant in the altered solution matrix. 
The decrease in cost is equal to (W1J) (G) and is subtracted from the 
total cost to determine the new total transportation cost. The new 
feasible solution is then inspected to determine if the minimal solution 
has been reached. If not, another iteration through the cycle is accom-
plished. 
In the example, it was determined that the minimal solution was not 
obtained by the initial feasible solution since w12 , w13' and w1, are 
equal to positive, non-zero values, as shown in Table I-5. Since there 
are several Wij values greater than zero, any one of the corresponding 
Xij elements could be selected to enter the solution. In the example, 
the x13 element is selected to enter the solution matrix. 
Utilizing the last feasible solution, in this case contained in 
Table I-3, a closed path consisting of stepping stones can be construct-
ed to permit the entry of x13 into the solution matrix. By eliminating 
from consideration all elements that stand alone in a row or column, the 
stepping stones can be determined. In Table I-3, the elements x22 and 
X14 are eliminated since they stand alone in Columns 2 and 4 respective-
ly. However x11 is not eliminated since x1y the element to enter the 
13 
solution matrix, is considered part of the solution matrix. The remain-
six elements are designated stepping stones. A path constructed by 
"rook's 11 moves will result in a closed path as shown in Table I-6. 
From inspection of the path and the stepping stones, the maximum 
number of uni ts, G, that can be transferred to XlJ can be determined. 
Elements x11, x25, and x33 are the odd elements in the path, as counted 
from x13 • The minimum value contained in these three elements is then 
equal to Q. Since Xu contains the minimum value, G, is equal to two. 
The value of G is entered in x13 , signifying that a better solution 
is obtained if two units of product are shipped from s1 to n3. To main-
tain the requirements of the problem, the values of the remaining step-
ping stone elements must be altered. In Row l of Table I-6, two units 
of product must be subtracted from x11 to maintain the overall supply of 
six units of product. Similarly, since x11 has been reduced by two, x21 
must be increased· by two, x 25 ·decreased· by-tvroi x35 increased by two, 
and x33 decreased by twoo The problem is again in balance. The altered 
solution matrix appears in Table I-7. 
To compute the new total cost the value (W1J) (G) is subtracted 
from the total cost of the previous feasible solution. The decrease in 
cost of this solution is 7x2 or 14Q By subtracting this value from the 
previous cost, which was 187, a new total cost of 173 is obtained. The 
new total cost can be verified by multiplying each Xij value in the so-
lution matrix by the corresponding Cij value in the cost matrix of Table 
I-2j and summing the products. 
The second feasible solution is inspected to determine if the solu-
tion is minimal. As indicated earlier, this is done by constructing the 
U and V tables and calculating W .. values. These values are inspected l.J 
14 
TABLE I-7 o Second F'easible Solution 
p~ 
Dl D2 D3 D4 D5 Production 
X13 X14 
s1 2 4 6 
X21 x22 X25 
S2 3 2 3 8 
X33 X35 
S3 6 3 9 
Demand 3 2 8 4 6 23 
TABLE I-8. Third Feasible Solution 
I~ D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 Production ons Plants 
X13 X14 
I 
S1 2 4 6 
X21 X25 
S2 3 5 8 
X32 X33 X35 
S3 2 6 l 9 
Demand 3 2 8 4 6 23 
I5 
TABLE I-9. Element Evaluation - Wij Values for Third Solutibn 
~ D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 s s 
s 
- 7 - 4 0 0 
- 3 
s 0 = 1 0 0 0 
s = 9 0 0 = 1 0 
16 
for any non-zero, positive valueso If none are found, the solution is 
minimal. However, in the example, the second feasible solution is not 
minimal. Therefore, another iteration niust be accomplished to find a 
new feasible solutiono 
The third feasible solution appears in Table I-8. Upon inspection 
of Table I-9, the W .. values of this solution, it is found that all val-lJ 
ues are negative or zero. The minimal solution is then determined for 
this problem. The total transportation cost is 171, and the products 
are to be shipped as indicated in Table I-80 A Wij value of zero which 
does not correspond to Xij elements in the solution matrix, indicates 
that there is an alternate solution that results in the same total cost. 
Such a case arises for w23 and w24 • These alternate solutions should be 
determined so that the company may select the solution that suits their 
operations the besto 
C. The Two Progr9ms to be Studied 
Although the foregoing example was quite simple to solve by hand, 
most actual applications of the Transportation Problem are quite lengthyo 
A high speed computer is generally employed to solve these problems. 
The machine must be given instructions so that it can perform the neces-
sary operations, The aggregate of the instructions is called a computer 
program. In this study it is desired to determine which of two programs 
of the Transportation Problem will result in the minimum machine compu-
tation time. 
The two programs to be studied are quite similar. They both employ 
the same general procedure for solving the problem as outlined in Se,c-
tion B. Of course, the machine cannot scan a table visually. However, 
17 
through logical choice procedures, the machine can accomplish the same 
results. 
The first program was written by Stanley Poley of IBM and is desig-
nated IBM Program 496. This prograni will be referred to as Poley' s pro-
gram throughout the remaining discussion. The explanation of this pro-
gram, including the machine instructions, can be found in Appendix A of 
this study. 
Poley 1s program is divided into three sections. In section 1, the 
ini ti tal feasible solution is obtained in the same manner as previously 
described. In section 2 the iteration procedure is programmed. Poley 
has divided the iteration program into 6 phases. In phases land 2, he 
constructs the U and V tables and calculates the W .. values. In Phase lJ 
2, he selects the maximum, non-zero, positive W .. to designate the X .. lJ . lJ 
element that will enter the solution matrix. In Phases 3 and 4, the 
stepping stones are determined and the Q value found. In Phase 5, the 
solution matrix is altered, and, in Phase 6, the new total cost is cal-
culated. The third section of Foley's program evaluates any alternate 
minimal solutions. 
The second program being studied is a modification of Foley's pro-
gram. It is identical to Foley's program except in Phase 2 of the iter-
ation program. Instead of selecting the maximum, non-zero, positive Wij 
value., the modified program uses the first non-zero$ positive Wij value 
that the machine finds to designate the Xij element to enter the solu-
tion matrix. In this way the time that is required to find the maximum 
W1 .. in Foley's program is reduced. The instructions that 'Will modify J .. 




ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM 
There are various users of this' program who feel that the Foley's 
Program can be improved. It has been stated that instead of searching 
I 
for the maximum, non-negative W .. , the,-program should use the firbt cal-J.J . i 
I 
culated non-negative Wij as designating the Xij element to be inc~uded 
I 
in the solution matrix. It is claimed that this change would decrease 
the time of each iteration. However., it is also conceded that, s~nce 
i 
the maximum, non-negative Wij is neglected., the solution will not, con-
verge upon the optimum as quickly and will therefore require more; passes 
through the program or iterations. 
It is the purpose of this thesis to determine the economy ofi this 
change in Poley 1s Program in regard to machine time. As a by-pro<iuct of 
! 
this study the author also desires to determine a criteria from -wpich 
machine time can be predicted for different size problems. 
Several restrictions on this study must be acknowledged. Fifst, 
this study only applies to the computation of the Transportation Problem 
on the IBM 650 Computor. Second, this study is restricted to proplems 
' in which all the data can be stored internally by the IBM 650. There-
! 
fore, the size of the problems is limited to that case considered: 11 small'1 
I 
by Poley. Poley has defined a small problem on page 1/9 of.Appen~ix A. 
- I Since it is considered impractical to attack this study fromj a the-
oretical aspect due to the random nature of the matrices, the on:Ly feas-




programs being comparedo The phases of the study are (1) prepara;tion of 
i 
the programs, (2) selection of the samples, (3) collection of thel data, 
and (4) analysis of the data. I 
A. Preparation of the Programs 
With the aid of James Hetrick and his associates at the Con'~inen·tal 
' I 
Oil Company, Poley 1 s program was modified to permit the first, non-
negative Wij found to designate the element to be included in the solu-
tion matrix. The actual program revision appears in Appendix B. Foley's 
flow chart and program commence on page 8/46 of Appendix A. 
B. Selection of the Samples 
To assure representative samples, all input data was randomized. 
This included all values for units required at each destination and 
available at each source. Also randomized were the costs associated with 
i 
each element, Cij• The test problems appear in Table II-1. The !size 
matrix is equal to the product of the destinations and sources. 






TABLE II-1 Test Problems 







' Also included as test problems are fifteen sample problems that had 
I been computed previously by the Continental Oil Company i~ accor4ance 
20 
with Poley 1s program."' The data involved :in these problems is not, random, 
~ ! 
I 
but is characteristic of actual applications. The size of these fifteen 
problems is 73x12. It was felt necessary, for the accuracy of the study, 
I 
' 
to include problems involving large matrices. However, the machiµe time 
was too extensive to permit samples of this size to be computed by the 
author. 
C. Collection of the Data 
For samples of size 40 thru 560 the procedure for collecting[ data 
I 
i is outlined below. The initial distribution of each sample was drter-
mined from Program I of Poley 1s program. Then each sample was optimiz-
ed by both Poley 1s Program II and the modified program. Stop watph 
readings were taken for the tot·a1 time of Program II. 
For the purposes of the study, Program II was broken into three 
parts; program loading time, computation time 9 and solution punchltime. 
I 
! The program loading time is the time required by the machine to read the 
program into the memory of the 650 Computer. The punch time is the time 
required by the machine to punch out the minimal solution on the cards. 
I 
The loading and punch operations occur once for each problem. I Th~ com-
! 
putation time is the time required by the machine, once the program is 
I 
stored in the memory, to compute the minimal solution. The loadihg and 
! 
punch times were constant for each size matrix, and therefore, are not 
referred to in the body of the data to follow. 
By dividing the computation time by the number of iterations~ the 
I 
average time per iteration was calculated. 1rom spot checking inlthe 
I 
process of computing it was found that the time per iteration is gener-













' II-5. All watch readings are expressed in hundredths of a minute~ The 
' 
difference in total time between the two methods of programming i~ cal-
! 
' 
culated for each sample. Every value that appears in this column"with a 
plus sign is equivalent to the amount of time by which Poley•s prpgram 
! 
is faster than the modified program. Also calculated is the perc~nt 
difference between the two methods using Foley's program as the base. 
Three samples (A,B,&C) of matrix size 73x12 or 876 were usedi to ob-
tain an average time per iteration for Foley's and the modified p~ograms. 
; 
' i Each sample was permitted to go through about twenty iterations. : The 
l 
total time of each sample, minus the load time, was then divided by the 
I 
number of iterations to obtain the time ·per iteration. These quaptities 
I 
i 
were then averaged and a mean time per iteration obtained for bot~ pro-
i 
grams. This value for Foley's program was then multiplied by the: number 
! 
of iterations from each of the fifteen samples obtained from the :Conti-
' I 
nental Oil Company. The resulting data is, therefore, an approx~tion 
' i This data is 
i 
of the true computing time for these fifteen samples. 
shown in Tables II-6 and II-7. 
The average values of the variables for each 
in Table II-8. 





size matrix are: shown 
In this section the data shall be analyzed to establish the ~wore-
! 
I 
sults of this project. They are (1) the determination of the sup;erior 
I 
program anq ( 2) an equation to express the time required .in utililzing 
. I 















DATA FOR MATRIX SIZE 40 
-----·--- -·-- . ·---- ---··------- . - ·-------·--· 
Constants Paley's Program Modified Program 
Load Time (min) 0.99 1..:::..04=----
-Punch Time (minJ_~~ -~ --~-- ~ o. 04 . _ 0. Ok 
9/10 12/lO 11/10 9/10 12/10 11/10 12/10 
--·--
Paley's Program (P) Modified Program (M) 
Total Average Total Average Difference 
Compute Number of Time per Compute Number of Time Per in Total 
Time Iterations Iteration Time Iterations Iteration Time (M-P) 
(min) (min)' (min) (min) (min) 
0.23 2.0 0.115 0.38 3.0 0.127 /. 0.15 
0.75 5.o 0.150 1.39 10.0 0.139 I- o.64 
1.65 10.0 0.165 2. 77 18.0 0.154 /. 1.12 
0.63 4.0 0.158 0.65 5.o 0.1_26 0 
1.28 s.o 0.160 1. 72 lLO 0.156 I- o.44 
1.04 6.o 0.173 L48 9.0 0.164 /. o.44 
o.65 4.o 0.,163 LlO 7.0 0.157 I- 0~·45 
o.85 5.o 0.170 1.71 11.0 0.155 /. o.86 
-----
------ -----~-----------
-- --- --· 
---- -----
--------------- - ---------- ---- -- --------- ----- --- ----. ------- --- - --------------- --- --
1.12 7.0 0.160 1.46 10.0 0.146 /. 0.34 
----· 
















TABLE II-2 ·(continued) 
Paley's Program (P) Modified Program (M) 
Total Average Total Average 
Sample Compute Number of Time per Compute Number of Time per 
Number Time Iterations Iteration Time Iterations Iteration 
(min) (min) (min) (min) 
' 
lOo o.64 4oO 0.160 o • .58 4.o 0.145 
11. 0.38 3.0 0.127 0.63 5.o 0.126 
12. 0.82 .5. 0 0.164 0.76 .5.o 0.1.52 
13. o.46 3.0 0.153 o.ss 6.o 0.147 
14. 1.59 9.0 0.177 2.16 14.o 0.1.54 
15. o.58 4.o 0.14.5 o.66 5.o 0.132 
t· 
- ·---------- ·- -- ------------ - -----------
Difference % Difference 
in Total (M-P)/P 










/, o.42 91.30 
/, o • .57 3.5 0 8.5 





DATA FOR MATRIX SIZE 140 
Polev 1 s Program 
Load Time (min LObl 
Punch Time (min 0.07 
Poley 1s Program (P) Modified Program (M) 
Total Average Total Average 
Sample Compute Number of Time per Compute Number of Time per 
Number Time Iterations Iteration Time Iterations Iteration 
(min) (min) (min) (min) 
16. 5.59 · 13.0 o.430 6.99 21.0 0.333 
17. 6.46' 14.o o .. 461 15.74 46.o 0.342 
18. 5.02 12.0 o.418 15.01 43.0 0.349 
19. 4.57 11.0: o.415 9.17 27.0 0.340 
20. 5.58 _ :J.2.0 o.465 4.99 14.o 0.356 
21. 4.09 10.0 o.4o9 8.63 26.6 0.332 
22. 5.59 13.0 o.430 13 .. 06 38.,9 0.344 
23. 7 .04 15.0 o.469 10.74 29.0 0.370 
24. 8.57 19.0 o.451 13.68 38.0 0.360 
----- ------- --------- -· --- --------- - ---------------------- - ------ ------ -------- --- ----------------- -



































Paley's Program (P) 
Total Average 
Sample Compute Number of Time per 
Number Time Iterations Iteration 
(min) (min) 
26. 10087 23o0 o.473 
27. 5.16 11.0 o.469 
28. 3.50 8.o o.438 
29. ·. 4.93 11.0 o.448 
30. 5.05 11.0 o.459 
31. 5.94 13.0 o.457 
32. 7.20 17.0 o.424 
33. 9.21 19.0 o.485 
34. 8.37 19.0 o.441 
35. 6.95 15.o o.463 
··----------------- ------- ---------- - - ------- ----- - - -· -
TABLE II-3 (Continued) 
Modified Program (M) 
Total Average 
Compute Number of Time per 
Time Iterations Iteration 
(min) (min) 
17.57 52.0 0.338 
10.30 29o0 0.355 
4.81 14.o 0.344 
6.79 19.0 0.357 
5.33 14.o 0.381 
7.83 23.0 0.340 
18.65 54.o 0.345 
14.86 45.o 0.330 
8.69 25.o 0.348 
11.08 29.0 0.382 
----------------· ----· 
Difference % Difference 
in Total (M-P)/P 
Time (M-P) (%) 
(min) 
/. 6.70 61.64 
/. 5.14 99061 
/. 1.31 37.43 
/. 1.86 37.73 
/. 0.28 5.54 
, /. 1.89 31.82 
/.11.45 159.03 
5.65 61.35 
f 0.32 3.82 
/. 4.13 59.42 




DATA FOR MATRIX SIZE 280 
Const.an +.i:: Polev' s Prol2'ram Modified Prol2'ram 
Load Time min) 1.11 1.16 
Punch Time (min) 0.10 0.10 
Foley's Program (P) Modified Program (M) 
Total Average Total Average Difference 
Sample Compute Number of Time per Compute Number of Time per in Total 
Number Time Iterations Iteration Time Iterations Iteration Time (M-P) 
(m:in) (min) (min) (min) (min) 
36. I 16.97 20.0 o.849 31.99 49.0 0~653 /. 15.02 
37. 17.46 22.0 0.794 50.30 83.0 0.606 f. 32.84 
38. 21.39 26.0 0.823 44.54 71.0 0.627 /. 23.15 
39. 20.40 23.0 o.887 40.70 63.0 o.646 · t 20.30 
4o. 12.89 15.o o.859 27 .86 43.0 o.648 f 14.97 


















DATA FOR MATRIX SIZE -22.Q. 
Constants Poley I s Program Modified Program 
Load Time (min) 1.21 1.26 
Punch Time (min) 0.12 0.12 
Poley 1s Program (P) Modified Program (M) 
Total Average Total Average Difference % Difference 
Compute 'Number of Time per Compute Number of Time per in Total (M-P)/P 
Time Iterations Iteration Time Iterations Iteration Time (M-P) (%) 
(min) (min) (min) (min) (min) 
47.68 3.5.o 1.362 78.17 86.o 0.909 /. 30.49 63.9.5 
47.41 3.5.o 1.3.5.5 100.30 111.0 0.904 /. .52.86 111..56 
52.27 36.0 1.4.52 90 • .58 99.0 0.91.5 . /, 38.31 73.29 
42.96 33.0 1.302 130.33 142.0 0.918 /. 87.37 203.38 













COMPUTATION OF MEAN TIME PER ITERATION 
MA TRIX SIZE _..816._ 
14/10 11/10 13/10 
Number of Compute Time per 
Iterations Time Iteration 
(min) (min) 
19.0 38069 2.036 
17.0 33.01 1.942 
19.0 35.88 1.888 
16.0 21.69 1.356 
23.0 29.31 10274 













DATA FOR MATRIX SIZE 876 
Poley' s Program I 
I 
15/10 15/10 15/10 15/19 
' 
Sample Number of Mean Time Total 
Number Iterations per Iteration Comput~tion 
(min) Time 
(mi.ii) 
460 65.o 10955 121.075 
47. 72.0 1.955 140.760 
I 
48. 45.o 1.955 87 .9~5 
i 
49. 6300 1.955 123.165 
! 
' 5o. 48.o 1.955 93.840 
I 
! 51. 65.o 1.955 127.0?5 
! 
' 52. 41.0 1.955 80.1$5 
: 
53. 54.o 1.955 105.570 
i 
54. 36.0 lf955 70.380 
I 
' 55. 39.0 1.955 16.245 
i 
I 
56. 49.0 1.955 95.?~5 
i 51. 49.0 L955 95.195 
i 
I 58. 39.0 1.955 76.245 
..... i 
59. 55.o 1.955 107 .525 
i 





AVERAGE VALUE OF VARIABLES 
. 
Poley 1s Program (P) Modified Program (M) 
Size ·Total Mean Total Mean 
Of Compute Number of Time per Compute Number· of Time per · 
Matrix Time Iterations Iteration Time Iterations Iteration 
(min) (min) (min) (min) 
4o o.84.5 5.3 0.1.56 1.22 8.20 0.14.5 
140 6.1.58 13.7 o.447 10.678 30.15 0.349 
280 18.885 22.3 o.846 39 • .522 63.17 0.629 
560 47.580 34.8 1.368 99.845 109 • .50 0.912 
876 105.961 .54.2 1.955 1.311 




















1. Determination of the Superior Program 
Of initial interest in this phase of the study would be a distribu-
tion of the time differences between the two programs. However, because 
of the different size matrices which generate different average computa-
tion times, this criteria is useless. By using the percentage difference 
between Poley 1s and the modified programs, though, the data falls into 
its right perspective. This distribution is graphed in Figure 1. • 
Although the samples for matrix sizes 280 and 560 are limited, it 
is apparent that, as the matrix size increases, the probability that 
Foley's program is faster also increases. This point is shown clearly 
in Figures 2 and 3. Figure 2 is a plot of the time per iteration for 
each size matrix. Included in this plot are the figures for matrix size 
876. The plot is based on the relatively large samples of matrix:sizes 
40 and 140. However, it can be seen that the other points deviate very 
little from the curves. Figure_ 3 is a plot of the number of iterations 
for each size matrix. These curves are also based on the samples of ma-
trix size 40 and 140. 
From these figures it is obvious that the difference in the number 
of iterations is increasing faster than the difference in the time per 
iteration. Although the modified program takes less time per iteration, 
it requires far more iterations. For example, at matrix size 95 (Figure 
3, Point A), the number of iterations of the modified program is twice 
the number of Foley's program. However, the time per iteration of the 
modified program does not reach one-half the value for Foley's program 
in the effective range of the curves. 
Figure 4 is a plot of the total computation time for each program. 
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computation time for the modified program is increasing at a fast~r rate 
! 
than the computation ti.me for Poley's pr'ogram. Of course, these ~esults 
' 
are to be expected from the foregoing discussion. At matrix size[ 240 
! 
(Figure 3, Point B) the average computation time for the modified!program 
I 
is twice that of Poley's program. From this discussion it is evident 
that the program developed by Poley is to be preferred. 
2. Average Time Equation 
Now that the superior program has been determined, it is felt that 
there is s~fficient data available to develop an equation to rela~e the 
i 
time required by Program II of Poley' s program to the matrix size;. From 
! 
the curve representing the average computation time for Poley 1s p;rogram 
' 
(Figure 4), it is possible to derive this equation empirically. I iit is 
I 
T = o.00274s1 ·55 1o~S<2000 




This equation is an approximation of the average computation[ time. 
I 
. . . . \ . i 
to the disparity in the number of iterations in any particular size 
problem, the true computation time can vary up to 100% of the average 
I 
time. Due to the low degree of accuracy there is very little nee~ to 
add a constant value for the load and punch portions of the progr~, ex-
. ! 
cept for a matrix of small size. The total of these two values wfuld be 
from 1 to 2 ·minutes, depending upon the size of the matrix. 
CHAPTER III 
i 
SUMMAltY OF RESULTS I 
I 
The purpose of the study was to determine the economics as tb IBM 
I 650 machip.e time of modifying Foley's program to compute the soluition of 
i 
the Transportation Problem. Thia modification was to find the ind.tial 
i 
r 
non-negative W .. in Phase 2 of Foley's program; and, using that v~lue, ~ i 
• i proceed to alter the solution matrix and calculate the decrease 1h cost. 
i 
It was found that this modification increased the time of coinputa-
1 
I 
tion for all size matrices·. In fact, for matrix sizes 240 and abbve, 
I 
i 
the modified program required over twice as much time as Foley's program. 
! 
I 
From this study it is quite evident that Foley's program is super~or to 
i 
the modified program. / 
i 
From data collected in the pursuit of this study, it was evi~ent 
i 
I 
that an equation could be developed to express the computation tune of 
' ! 
I 
Program II of Poley' s program. This was done and the equation cah be 
found on Page 36 of this study. 
37 
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The Transportation Problem 
By Stanley Poley 
This report is made up of three parts: 
L Introduction - Pages 1/9 thru 9 /9 
2. Program Analysis - Pages 1/46 thru 46/46 
3o Machine Operating Notes - Pages 1/5 thru 5/5 
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The Transportation Problem 
S. Poley 
1/9 
This program has been designed to solve the transportation problem which is 
essentially a special type linear programming problem. Given certain specified 
requirements at various destinations and amounts available at specified origins, 
an allocation of a homogeneous product over all possible routes is desired such 
that the total cost of transporting the goods is minimized . In order to solve 
such a problem, the following information is required . 
a) Amount available at each origin (Sj) 
b) Amount required at each destination (D.) 
1 
c) Unit cost of shipment from any origin j to any destination i (Cij). 
Given the above information, the program will determine the desired minimal 
mode of transportation. It is also possible to obtain alternate optional solutions , 
i, e. , one or more additional solutions which yield the same minimum total cost . 
rictions: 
Let A = Q + R 
B B 
where Q is an integer and R the remainder. We define 
( A) * { Q if R = 0 
B = (Q + 1) if R -:I= 0 
Let m - number of destinations 
n = number of origins 
We will call a problem II small II if m, n satisfy fhe following in~fV·Ft+Hi~ s : 
2 (m + n) +(mn) >'.c + ( m + n - 1)· * + { m + n-1)· ,:, <. 1200} 
2 2 , 10 (1) 
n < 100 
Similarly, a problem will be characterised as heing "~igl! 
equalities~ 
2 (mt r) t (w) Y,< +(m; n-1) ,:, +(m + -n-1) * .( l~9§ l 
.10 · · r La) 
n < 100 
if m, 11- satisfy the in-
6 2/9 
The present progran1 wi J l :,.rnlv~ a t ran ·3 portat1on problem for which m. n 
satisfies either the ''small or big" m.equalities . 
In the case of a "small" problcn1, the e ntir e cost rnatnx (Cjj) is stored on 
the drum . Only a single row of the cost matrix 1s stored on the drum in a 
"big" problem and the cCJst matrix must:, e continua lly circulated thru the 
read feed of the 533 It i s therefore advantageous to process a given prob-
lem as a small problem whenever possible as this elirrnnates the Cij card 
reading time inherent in the b1 g p _roblem , 
The elements Cij of the cost matrix mu:~t aJl b e positive . If a given cost 
matrix contains negatjve elernents the pl'oblem may be solve d in the follow-
ing manner: 
L;t C be the magnitude of the most negative Cij· 
Cij related to the given one by the relation 
Construct a new cost matrix 
I 
c i j = cij + c 
.• . 
I 
Clearly CiJ' ~ 0 for all i. j , If we now solve the tl"ansportation problem , . 
using the Cij cost matrix. the total cost for the given problem may be found 
by the relation 
- C) XiJ 
xij - c Z xij 
The curves given in Figure l will be helpful in determining approximately 
whether a problem 1s big srnal1, (,r 1rr.pos .5ible (with thjs program) . 
In doubtful situations _. formulas (l) and (2) w1ll yield an expbdt answer. 
All input data (SJ, D1 . C . ) are restricted to a maximum size of five diglts lJ 
?thod: 
The iterative method employed is essentially the same as the "stepping stone" 
method proposed by A Charr.es and W W , Cooper (1) All operations are 
performed using fixed pmnt arHhmetjc. 
It is 1mpossible to give rebable 
the program has been obta1ned . 
as soon as they are available 
bme est1mates until some experience with 
Typical runnjng times will be distnbuted 
(1) A Charnes and W W Cooper: "The 3 tepprng ~> tone Method of '.Explaining 
Linear Programming Calculations 111 T1·ansport.atlon Problems" - Management 
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70 Bu !:JO /00 
The following three independent programs togethe:r comprise the trans -
portation program: 
(I) Initial Distribution 
(II) Iteration 
(III) Alternate Optima 
4/9 
The use of these programs will be described separately in what follows . 
It should be noted that all -input data must be punched on seven word load 
cards. For convenience, the seven-word-per-card format is here given; 
Col. 1-10 : Control word (overpunch lZ in col 1s. 1 and 10) 
Col. 11-ZO: Word l (overpunch lZ in col. ZO} 
Col. 71-80: _Word 7 (overpunch lZ in col. 80) 
The control word has the form (00,xxxx, OOOn) where xxxx is the location of 
word 1 and n is the number of words to be loaded (1~ n~ 7) . Unused 10 
digit fields may be left blank . 
The 533 and 407 utility control panels will suffice for the entire problem. 
ogram I: Initial Distribution: 
This program may be employed to calculate an initial shipping pattern to be 
used as input to the iteration program in the event that an initial distribution 
is either not available of if it develops that a given initial distribution is de-
generate . (2) 




Availibili t i es : s. 
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Cost Matrix : <S;i,j 
The following input cards are required : 
a) Master Data Card I : 
Control word ; 
Word 1 : 
'II 2 : 
II 3 : 
00, 1928 , 00(),3 
000 , m , 0000 
0000,n , OOOO 
00000 , R , £ , F' , G 
(frl d ,cxx . } 
{n :::::kX . ) 
5/9 
R. i:: xx . = number of cards per C ., row for big problem .only (pu.n€h 00 if s~all ) 
lJ -
{ 9 if master data card is to be punched each iteration 
E = 8 if master data cards not des i red each iteration 
f 9 if b i g problem F = 8 if small problem 
{ 9 i.f alternate optima are desired 
G -~ 8 if alte rnate optima -~ desired 
Requirements : D · ]. 
The D . ' s must be pa.eked· two per word and r e a ca i n to a solid block of w o rds 
1 
beginning at 1200 , in sequence ori i ncreasing i. T hus 
(D1 1 (Dz ) - 1200 (D :; = XY.XXX) 
.. 
(D3 ) (D 4 ) - 1201 , etc . 
If m is odd , the unused right half of the last wor.d must b e punched with zeros . 
~} Availabilities: Sj 
The Sj's must be packed two per word and x.ead into a solid block of words 
beginning at 1500, in sequence on increasing j , Thus 
(S 1} (S2} - 1500 
(S3) (S 4) - 1501, etc. 
($. :: xxxxx} 
J 
If n · is odd, the unused right half of the last WOl'd mus t be punched mth .zeros. 
d) Cost Matrix: c.j 
1) Small: The Ci . 's must be packied tWQ per wo~it a:n.d: t•ead: into a soUd 
block of words beglnning at 0000, in sequence bn inc :rea,sing i, a:nlt 
increasing j within each row. Thus, if n = 3 
(Cu) (C1z) 
-







If n and m are both odd, the urius·ed tight half er£ th~ last wat:<:t nt'l).$ t be 
punched with zeros. 
2) :Sig: The Cij I s must be packed tw·o pei' word ~tl! S~c~ .. -a::.:a read. inte a 
solid block of words beginning at 0000, in aticending se{luence on J. The 
separate rows should be in ascending sequence on i. Each ~ow must begin 
on a new card, not containing elements of a pl'et.eeding or following row. 
Thus if n = 35 and 14 Cij'S are punched pet- ca.rel, there wi.11 be three cards 
(R = 03) per row, as follows: 
Card Control Word Contents 
# 1 00,0000,0007 cpl . .. . . cP14 (I~ p~ m) 
#2 00,0007,0007 cp1s · . .. cpzs 
# 3 00 , 0014 , 0004 cp29 .... cp35 
Output Description: 
The output of program I is immediately usable as input to program II . It 
is described fully in the following section on program II . Suffice it to say tha t a . 
new master data card j s punched along with (i) (j) (C . . ) (X . . ) tables giving the 
. . . 1 d ' t ' b t · lJ lJ 1n1tla . 1s r1. u 10n. 
Program II : Iteration 7)9 
The iteration :'.)rogram carries out the modifi ed stepping stone procedure 
with a given initial distribution as th e first approximati on to a minimal solution , 
A given initjal distribution consists of (m + n-1) b asis elements , Each 
basis element contains the following information: 
i J0 c . . x .. lJ lJ 
where Xij is the number of units of the homogeneous goods shipped from origin 
j to destination i at unit cost C ij ' Thus the total initial transportation co.st is 
_LC .. X .. 
lJ lJ 
where the summation is carried out for th e (rn + r - · J bas :· s u:l"' "'1.l"nts. 
The X .. ' s are subject to the 11balanc irig 11 restrictions , lJ 
D. = 2 X 1 ij j i = 1, - - -, m 
s. = 2 X J i ij j - 1 . . .. .. , n 
It should be noted that having (m + n-1) basis elements satisfying the 
balancing relations is not sufficient to guarantee a non-degenerate 
distribution . The iteration program will quickly detect and reject a 
degenerate inHial distribution 
The necessary input cards are as follows: (note that the following 
represents the entire output of Program I and need not be prepared 
if said program has been used) . 
a) Master Data Card II 
Control Word: 00. 1928 , 0006 
Word 1: OOO,m,0000 
11 2: 0000, n, 0000 





5:}-- -- - -·-- 2C .. X .. 
6: lJ lJ 
where R, E~ F, G are as def1ned on page 5. 
b) Basis Elements 
--- ------ --------
(m =XXX . ) 
(n =xx . ) 
(units digit in col. 50) 
(units digit in coL 70) 
The basis elements are loaded in essentially two parts; the (ij Cij) 
table and the (X . . ) table : lJ 
96 
The (l j C. ,) T abl e: 
l 1 
8. / ('.· 
·. I/ ' /, 
if the problem is small, and B 1 =(~2· ) * :i f the problem ~s big '.E:a ch w6rct. has the form 
(xxx) (xx) (xxxxx) 
i j Gij 
The order of this table is immaterial. 
X . . Table: lJ 
The Xij ' s must be packed two per word and load ed i1'1to a solid b lo:ck 
beginning at location (B1 + m + n} . I£ the nurnbe;r o! basis elements is ed.d, 
the right hand part of the last word must be punched wi th zeros . 'l'he o~dei!' 
of the Xi.f s must correspond to the order of the (ijC) table . e . g. , consider 
the following distribution: 
j 
l Z 3 
1 
ir-r X1_2 __ _ 
2 ; I X23 
~ -·-t---··-.. -----
3 L L X32 x33 : ·1 ----- ·--·  1·--- ----
4 I X 41 . ________ L~!3J 
The (ij Cij) and (Xi. .} tables might be ... s follows : 
J ij Cij Table 
Coat Matrix : c .j 
(C. = xxxxx) 1,j . 
001 .. 02, c 12 
002 , 03 , c 23 
003 ., 02, C32 
003, 03 , c33 
004 ,, 01 , c41 
004, 03 , c43 




(X41) (~ 43) 
The form of the cost matrix· is described under P :rogra:ml, page 6 . If 
the problem is big , circulating seve:ral reproductions of the cast matrix 
in the read feed of the 533 will considerably reduce card hartdUng , 
>Ut Description: 
When the minimal solution has been found , a master data Ci:l.ra (Ill}t t(h\t~.lt'\,.1:\g 
the ~inimal total cost and an iteraU on count, 't$ ,punched' ~l~ng witfi ns ·(;;jJl and 
(Xij) tables giving the minimal distributi ort 3.n exactly the 1,l'a'.h'i.~· (io}ffu. l~$.1 ~h'e. all• 
itial dlstribution , The iteratibn count :Is ifl· th·e data address pa.flt ·l>'i'W'r$Wlt 1- •Ott, 
the master data card. 
If alternate optimal solutions have been requested, one card ind.ica:ting. ;~.a.¢b 
alternate solution is punched. These cards r alon 6 with tne mrnimal $Qltidbn 
. may be used immediately. as input for Pxogram 111. 
If 11 E 11 has been punched 9 on the input master data card, a cutreht rhaste1" data 
card will be punched after every iteration. These cards inform the rrtachine op;,, 
erator as to the progress of the problen1 hy giving hfr.n the o:ru: rent total cdst and 
iteration count. 
~t_cl.I'h HI: Alternate Optimal Solutions: 
If it is indicated that alternate optima are desired, iJ?rog_xam ll ,purtc..he~ :ti 
. single load card containing i. j. cij for ~~n~J?~£lJ~ W iJ ~ o*. 1h.esie1 ~·a~d.s 




000 ,~i} ().QO.Q) 
0000 ,U); oo·oo 
00000 {Cij} 
i O ~. 
8. =· 
CdJ,Q~ 
They ai·e loaded back into the 650 along wi.t\'1: the ~~umat snlution given lb,-
IProgram II. Program III punches an alternate optimal tli$tl!.b-:nti:on t£0t 
~ (i, j, Ci/ card j.n exactly tltt, sam~ l.orm as the tnp.ut op't!MaUl em1ution. 
ut Desc;ii>tion: 
}"or ea.ch alternate solution •. the following cards are punched; 
-
l) (i, j, Cij) input indication reproduced 
2) Master data card III (reproduced} 
3) (ijCij) table 
4) xij table 
e Program Analysis for definition of Wi.j· 
BM NY Data Processing Ce~ter~~-~==== --=~----_-___ 6_5_0_P_r_o __ g __ r_a_m _ L_ib_r_._a_r----=-y-
r ogr ams I, II and III 
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The appropriate program and master data card are loaded. An initialization 
program inspects the master-data card and sets switches in the main program 
according as the problem is big or small. Table origip.s which are functions 
of m . and n are calculat~d and stored. Control is returned to the card reader 
and loading continues until the blank card is read which sends control to the 
main program. 
rogram I : Initial Distribution 
The Di I s and Sj 's are unpacked and their totals are computed and compared. 
I;>uring the unpacking process Di is replaced by (Di+ n x 10-3 ) and all the 
Sj' s are replaced by (S. + 10-3 J. This device maintains the availability -
requirement balance while resulting in an initial distribution which may be 
iterated by Program I even though the given problem is degenerate . 
We now select the minimum element in the fir-st row of the cost matrix and 
set the corresponding Xij equal to Di or Sj, whichever is smaller. If the Di 
requirement is thus fulfilled, we proceed to the next row and repeat this pro-
cedure. Otherwise we return to the cost matrix, select the next minimum Cij 
in the same row and set the corresponding Xij equal to Sij or what remains to 
be filled at Di, whichever · is smaller. We continue in this manner row by row 
in the cost matrix until we have completed the last row. 
·ogram II: Iteration 
Phase 1: 
We construct a Ui and v. for each element in the basis table, i.e., there 
will be m Ui I s and n v]' s such that 
U:-·+- V · = C .. 1 J lJ 
Let i'' be the i subscript associated with the first element of the basis table . 
We begin by arbitrarily assigning to U,.1 the value zero . We then pass through 
1 
the basis table calculating Ui or Vi depending on whether or not Vj or Ui is 
available for the i or j. One or more additi onal passes through the basis table 
are made until the UV table is completed . 
A degenerate s ituation exists if during a pass of the basis table no new Ui' s 
or Vj' s are added to the UV table . 
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PhaHe 2: 
For every element of the cost matrix, we compute the quantity 
W .. = u. + V. - C .. lJ 1 J lJ 
and select W IJ where 
W = maximum (W.-. ~ 0) 
IJ lJ 
If W IJ = 0, a minimal solution has been found. If not, we go to phase 3. 
Phase 3: 
We begin by constructing a U V table where 
u. = number of basis elements with subscripts i l . 
Vj =number of basis elements with subscripts j 
Secondly an auxiliary )l -Y table is constructed with _ which we calculate a p table. We begin by setting the p , . .i table to zero and then setting 
p 1 = ~J = l. Passing through the basis table we calculate )l, r' 
and }1 as follows: 
If Ui = l, replace Vj by (Vj - 1), t' j by (Y j - uj) 
and set )1 = y1 
If Ui * 1 but Vj = 1, replace Ui by (Ui - 1), )1i by ( fi ':. Yj) 
and set p = -Yj 
If neither Ui nor V. equals 1, proceed to the next basis element. 
J 
In this manner, successive passes thru the basis table are made until a 
)1 ha_:. been found for each element in the basis table. It should be noted 
that J1 may assume only the values + 1, -1, or zero. 
Packing: [ OOOOxx , OOxx] + 
'-v-' ....,,..... ........ 
u 




[ Po J11 · · ·Jlp· · • 1191 
-)l code; o=.r-o 
1 ::,.1 
sign that 
/ of J1 or y 




We pass through the basis table once calculating a quantitye where 
e = minimum ~j for which ji = + 1 
Phase 5 
.,. ) 
We pass through the basis table once making the following _alteration~::/ 
Ii ji= + 1, replace Xij by (Xire) 
'Ji p.- -1, replace 4.j by (Xij+9) 
Replace the basis element ij Cij (Xij = 9) with IJCIJ (XrJ= ij). 
Phase 6: 
The new Z Xij is compared. with 1:S . The change in cost is calculated. 
using two independent methods and ihese are compared.. We then return 
to phase 1. 
Program III: Alternate Optima 
(See flow chart) 
STORAGE ALLOCATION 
No. OF Wo12os · 0R/G,INS 
f _ ---------- -E--0000 










.. * ( 'Wl+Yl-1) 
\ 10 . 
* 




. U· OR. i} U.,: C. ,;·. 
oil ])• 
. t 
· V· oil V.·V.· 
'J . J J 
. oR Sj 
-}'-
. EB ( ENt:J oF BAs1s) 
. * u, = x, + (Yrl+Yl-1) · 
.· l. . 
-<- M, == V, + n 
. --<- " 'Jf-/Z.00 { 
PRo<>,. 1-1600 
----- ~ ---- II JlC-14-00 
PR.OGi R. I\M 
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PRo~ ~AH I: INITIAL J>ISTRI BUT ION 5./46 
,---~ sET ~ Sj Tc' ~~/ZO 
INITIAL\1:E J>]) ADP~ ES._, INITIAl-lz.E S5 ,APP ~ESS 
ltU"TIALlrE :Di. ADP~E~'::. 1N1-r1111- ,~e Sj /H>I> Ress 
SET A PLlJS 1>,+-n-164> b, SET ~ PL.US 
l 
.----"~--K-------- \ 




STEP :OD IIDl>RESS Slt:.P SS ADbRE~S \ 




\ s E: T E 1 \< PLUS 
l••T {TW 
--·-.  -----1 
I SIC'. T 1-,1 TO 0000 I 
(D 




st:T sw F ol'I 
• SET J TO I 














l-+W~L . L+W+l--+L 
( W- INTEa,Rhl-
. rA~T OF n/2.) 
~· I( oc;, ~ /J H ..1. l ~, H 1:: t: , ::, 1 
cm .. c.ul...ATf= 
d =- SjR-D.: 
PJ-ACE (Lj,aCRJ 
I~ Bfl~IS TAl3Le 
TEST 8 
7/46 
SET SW F OFF 
G. -"> X L\-1 
I STEP xx /}l)J)RESS 
I :i:CX + C~Q ~ ;z: C)( . 
(z-B+l;'.ZB I 
( STJ:'P lljc) A1>\)l~Ess I 
1s ~B = <m+n -1) 
N y 
[sT~ pJ PVNC H 
INITT.AL. 
4J:. C/bOtl Pl STRI BVTll>N 
STOP 
I :JI;. '/003 
l ~TEP 
PR06JRAM JI~ ITERATION 
PH-ASE I: UV 1/IBLE 
IZESET UV TABLE Tt) /000(.)00000 
SET SW'/\ ON 
SET 6W 8 ON.~ .. =--------
@ E 6 TO :;:F:FU> 
' 
' Sl:T ·swA .OFF .·~-
I Sl:,T U;,=.O ' 
St:T sw 33 or-F f.,;'--.-. _fl''----------
8/46 
( .2.!!t> TRY) 




,J, #tJdtJ I. 
·~ s-rop 
..------'}/_ ___ _ 
..._s_r:_-i_E_B __ J.rLiv~] 
1 - r . . 
nw lj C A DD!! E>sl<; * ______ S!llLL-~!Jl-C. u_o_r~_v _____ ___,,1 
----'I _'.J 
PHASE 2 · Wij 
SET .A PLUS 
( R:;:: NO. CAl21>S PE:R 
Ct.j ROW ) 
SET .P= R, ..,._ _ ____ _ 
fEAD I CC:j , CARD 
/NITIALl"fE Clj Al>PR:~ss 
4eT LHCtj 




PH/JSE z ( SfJ EET 2) 
/U. .. TER.NATE. 
OPTIMA 
FORM ( i_j Ci-j)* 
/NITlltLl~E t.j C AD.l>RE:SS 
STEP tjc ,11>PRESS 
PUNCH ( .. c· '* C.J ZjJ 
PUNCH MUU Ul)L soLVT ION 
ARf; ALTERNATE 
OPTI HA J)ES \RED 
SET SW E,F OFF 









PHASE 8 : JL· TABLE 
SET UV TflBL-E 
-ro ;c E: Ro 
SET E.t; TO ~ERO 
INITIAl..l~E: ~jC AJ>l>kES~ 
.. · I ~j+r ;J-vj I . 
( sTEP ~~c APDPE ss ) 
JNITIALl l-E )l . IIPPP-f:SS 
I /N/T/fl:-r;:IIIF I ] . 
.. ~ . . . 
-1 __,s~-- T-E-6 Tt> 2-E~O \ . 
. i . 
. . -·--------, 
INITIAl-l~E t,JG l)DDR~::? SS 
IS jL= -0(3) 
{vj-l)(Vj-jl~)~ ivj 
\Z 
----rN . ISVj- I l 
y 




STE p i, j C /l Dl>!~ I= S!:. 
"' 
[ - ----- ~ ::::.--- --·----- \sTE l~ P J 
'~ 
., . 
I'S i.j C = O ,~>1.--P-H /1-!5-E -. 4--., 
. _ 1s ijc ic,m1v~ 
STEP }1,, Abl>RESS 
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PHASE 4: CJ 12/46 
JfJ/TIAl-/1.:.1:;. C.jC ADDRfSS 
--~~~~-~~~~--
INITIAl-l~E ~ )(;,.j f!Pl>RESS I 
', ~~ 
(s"e T e .. ~W~ 'M/l'l'l I 
.!, 
[INITll\lli:E p .sHl£ij 
.--~~~~~1-'--~~~~-
\w1T{Al-l7;t. f /)I>~R.E:SS l 
~----
. # ~t>OC, I PHA'SI;. B l~ s,o p 
I • • 
CtJHPAP.E Jx: Jv 
[ s;~P \ 
:fi=C,007 
. . DUPL/ ClffJ:. 
BASIS 
ELENl::N-r5 
{~~T f: ~ - .p . l 
._s_-_• E_P_-_11DoR. F-@-i 1s p ; -o] 
N 
IN,,-1111-11.r::. x:.j ADD.Res~ 
QcT Q PLU.:5 
___ __.3, ___ ___, 
(sr:1 ~· c 70 .2Eii] 
r.:;;:;-;-__ £ . 
~~Al.. I:: fa ~DD#2eSS 
INITIAL\rE. -1) SHIFT J 
4, -----
lt,ll'TIM,l;):C::. Lj C ADD ~E:SS 
13/46 
, 1s t-l~jc)= Llljc)e ~---------
SET e,.=.-C• • 
'J '-.I SET CLJ = Ct.j 
SET O: -e \ SET 6: 0 
STE:P i.j C A\)DRESS ~----




STEP Xt.J A t>l>R l:S S 
STEP ft ADDRESS .___>1 
~ l/hS E:. 0 : CH t:: C K 
14/46 
/NITl/11 .. J~E Xi . .' ADDf2 E s.s 
--··"- ---
SET ~ PLU3 
r 5ET 2 X~; TD ;l:E P-~ 
J, 
~~ 
_ 1 ~~r~?~ ADDRESS 1 





PRoG,RAl11fI. : A LTERNATE OPT! HA 
SET I=i 
::r::.. J . 
Cr.J = C;,j 
f'H/l5E + ·· 





so LVT ION 
S~HE AS 




DPC LIBRARY PROGRAM 496 
PROGRAM 1 IN IT I Al,. I Z AT I ON 
I 
BEGIN RAU N 0001 60 1929 0033 
SRT 0004 0033 30 0004 0043 
LDD TAG TEST 0043 69 1930 0083 
BD2 S70 870 TAG 0083 92 0036 0038 
870 LDD 71 SET SW A y 0038 69 0041 00'+4 
STD SWA AND z 0044 24 1941 0094 
STD swz TO 0094 24 1969 0022 
LDD 72 BIG 00 22 69 0025 0028 
STD SWY 0028 24 1660 0013 
LDD 73 SET BIG 0013 69 0016 0019 
STD 1988 READ SWITCH 0019 24 1988 0091 
LDD 74 BOTH 1 TO DIST 00 91 69 00L1-5 0048 
S70 LDD 75 SET SMALL . 0036 69 0039 0042 
STD 1988 READ .SWITCH 0042 24 1988 0092 
LDD M BOTH M TO DIST 00 92 69 1928 0048 
BOTH MPY 8001 CALC NUMBER 0048 i9 8001 0005 
SRT OOOL~ .. WORD 0005 30 0004 0015 
DIV 76 FOR 0015 14 0018 0068 
ALO 8003 COST MATRIX 0068 15 8003 0075 
SLT 0004 Bl IN LA 0075 35 000'+ 0035 
LDD 78 SET 0035 69 0088 0093 
SDA 22 Bl . 00 93 22 1888 0095 
STL 79 ADDRESSE:S 0095 20 0049 0002 
ALO M 0002 15 1928 003'+ 
ALO N Xl IN LA 00 3Li, 15 1929 0084 
LDD . 80 SET · 0084 69 0037 00lf0 
SDA 21. Xl ADDR 0040 22 1626 0029 
STL 98 0029 .20 0085 0089 
RAL M 0089 65 1928 0086 
ALO N 0086 15 1929 0087 
SLO 81 0087 16 0090 00'}6 
STL NBE 00!;.6 20 1796 0099 
SRT 0004 0099 30 0004 0009 
DIV 82 0009 14- 0012 0()(,2 
ALO 8003 0062 15 8003 0069 
SLT 0004 0069 35 0004 0079 
ALO 98 0079 15 008 5 0096 
SLO 83 DO IN LJI. 00 96 16 0050 0055 
SRT 0004 0055 30 000 4 0065 
LDD 79 SET 0065 69 0049 0052 
SIA 63 DO ADDR 00 52 23 1730 0047 
SLT 0004 004- 7 35 0004 0007 
ALO 84 Dl IN LA 0007 15 OOlQ 0115 
LDD 85 SET 0115 69 0118 0021 
SDA 2 Dl co 2 1 22 1620 0023 
LDD 86 ADDRESSES 00 23 69 00 26 0129 
SDA 9 0 12 ') 22 l GL, 3 0097 
LDD 87 00 9 7 69 0100 0003 
SDA 10 0003 22 1655 0008 
LDD 88 000 8 69 0011 0014 
17 
SDA 46 0014 22 1862 0066 ALO M 0066 15 1928 0098 
SLO 89 so IN LA 0098 16 0051 010~ . 
LDD 90 SET 0105 69 0 058 0061 
SDA 6 so 00 61 22 1640 0101 
LDD 91 ADDRESSES 0101 69 0004 0057 
SDA 42 0057 22 1850 0053 
ALO 92 51 IN LA 0053 15 0006 0111 
LDD 93 SET 0111 69 0064 0017 
SDA 8 Sl 0017 22 1601 005l• 
LDD 9Lt ADDRESSES 0054 69 0107 0060 
SDA 13 ! 0060 22 1612 0116 
ALO N El IN LA 0116 15 1929 0102 
LDD 95 SET El 0102 69 0056 0059 
SDA 20 ADDRESS 0059 22 1761 0114 
~ SLO 
.96 EO IN LA 0114 16 0067 0071 
LDD 97 SET EO 0071 69 0024 0027 
SDA i9 ADDRESS 0027 22 1698 0103 
RAL N SET SMALL 0103 65 1929 0104 
DIV 99 CIJ ROW 0104 14 01·08 0109 
SLT 0004 ADDR JUMP 0109 35 0004 0119 
STL w 0119 20 1841 0106 
NZU 103 IS NODD 0106 Lj.4 0110 0112 
LDD 101 104 SET SWT EVEN 0112 69 0117 0020 
03 LDD · 102 104 SET swr · ODD 0110 69 0063 0020 
04 STD swl 0020 2!f 1823 0076 
RAL TAG SET NO CARDS 0076 65 1930 0113 
SRT 0003 PER CIJ ROW 0113 30 0003 0121 
STL R 0121 20 1912 0070 
LDD 100 RESTORE 7 0070 69 0073 0126 
STD 1983 1988 WORD READ SW 0126 24 1983 1988 
1 NOP 0000 SWAB CONSTANTS 0041 00 0000 1752 
2 NOP 0000 . SWAS 0025 00 0000 1895 
3 70 1994 1997 0016 70 1994 1997 
4 00 · 0001 0000 0045 00 0001 0000 
5 70 1994 ID 0039 70 1994 1600 
6 00 0000 0002 0018 00 0000 0002 
7 00 0001 0000 0120 00 OOGl 0000 
8 STL 0000 . 53 0088 20 0000 1906 
0 STL 0000 UDS(X 0037 20 0000 1760 
1 00 0001 0000 0090 00 0001 0000 
2 00 0000 0002 0012 00 0000 0002 
3 00 0001 0000 0050 00 0001 0000 
4- 00. 0001 0000 0010 00 0001 0000 
5 STL 0000 5 0118 20 0000 1703 
6 ALO 0000 10 0026 15 OGOO 1655 
7 STL 0000 11 0100 20 0000 1803 
B STL 0000 · 49 0011 20 0000 190'• 
9 00 0001 0000 00 51 00 0001 0000 
0 STL 0000 5 0058 20 0000 1703 
1 RAL 0000 44 0004 65 0000 1755 
2 00 0001 0000 0006 00 0001 0000 
3 STL 0000 5 0064 20 0000 1703 
+ STL 0000 18 0107 20 0000 160'~ 
18 
95 STL 0000 18 OO S6 20 0000 1604 
96 00 0001 0000 0067 00 0 0 01 0000 
97 STL 0000 18 0024 20 00 00 1 604 
99 00 0002 0000 0 108 00 0002 0000 
100 44 1987 1988 00 73 44 1 9 87 1988 
101 NOP 0000 SWTE 0117 00 0000 1652 
102 NOP 0000 SWTO 0063 00 0000 1602 
PROGRAM 1 INITIAL DISTRIBUTI ON 
ID RAL 1 UNPACK 1600 65 1 ·153 1707 
STD GET DD DD 17 0 7 24 1606 1659 
STU SUMO 1659 21 1664 1667 
LDD 2 1667 69 1620 1623 
STD STOD 1623 24 1633 1636 
STD A UPD 1636 21~ 1603 1650 
JPD RSL A REVERSE SIGN 16 5 0 66 1 6 03 1607 
STL A GET DD OF A 16 0 7 20 1603 1606 
3E TDD LDD 1200 3 DD TO DIST 16 0 6 69 12 00 1653 
3 BMI DLH DRH TEST A 1653 46 1 65 6 1657 )LH RAB 8001 GET DLH 16 56 6 7 8001 1613 
SRT 0005 1613 30 0005 16 25 
SLT 0003 STOD 162 5 33 0 0 03 16 3 3 )RH RAB 8001 GET DRH 1657 6 7 8001 1 61 5 
AUP GE TDD STEP 16 15 10 1 6 0 6 1 6 11 
AUP 4 DD ADqRESS 1611 10 1611+ 1619 
STU GE TDD 1619 21 1606 1609 
SLT 0005 1609 35 0005 1 621 
RAL 8002 16 2 1 65 8002 1629 
SRT 0002 STOD 1 629 30 0002 1633 
5TOD STL 0000 5 STORE D 1633 20 000 0 170.3 
' 
SRT 0003 UPDATE 17 03 30 0003 1661 
ALO SUMD SUMO 1 66 1 15 1664, 1669 
STL SUMD 1669 20 166'-, 161 7 
RAL STOD IS I MAX . 1617 6 5 1 6 33 16 3 7 
SLO 6 1637 16 l 6'-1- 0 J. 6 1,5 
NZA 7 1 6L;-5 l.f5 J. 6/i-8 1 61;.9 
ALO 8 STEP 1 (J ,'.~ 0 15 160 l 1605 
STL STOD UPD 160 5 20 163 3 1 6:',0 
7 RAL N ADD NE 16!; 9 65 l 9 2 9 1683 
SRT 00() !,. 9 TO 1683 ::\() OOOL~ 16~;.3 
~ ALO 0000 10 Dl l 6l:,3 1 5 0000 16S5 
LO STL 0000 11 1655 20 000 0 180 3 
Ll LDD 12 UNPACK Hl03 69 1806 :no9 
STD GETSS ss 1809 ? ' ,. ,._ -t" 1706 1.[359 
RAL 13 1 859 65 1612 1 ·11 7 
STD STOS 1 71 7 2~, 1 (,.\1 16L.A 
STD B 1 6!;./+ 21. 1 85 3 1856 
STU SUMS UPS 18S6 21 1 931 1 7 00 
JPS RSL B REVERSE SIGN 1 700 66 1 es~:', 175 7 
STL B GETSS OF B 1 7S 7 20 1 BS3 1 7 06 
3ETSS LDD 1500 14 ss TO DIST 1 7 06 69 1500 1903 
l4 BMI SLH SRH TEST B J. 903 
'·· f) 175G 180 7 
:iLH RAB 8001 GET SLH 1756 67 8 00:. 166?, 
SRT 0005 166.3 30 0005 1675 
19 
SLT 0003 15 1675 35 0003 1733 SRH RAB 8001 GET SRH 1807 67 8(101 1665 
AUP GETSS STEP 1665 10 1706 1711 
AUP 16 SS ADDRESS 1711 10 1714 1719 
STU GETSS 1719 21 1706 1709 
SLT 0005 1709 35 0005 1671 
RAL 8002 1671 65 8002 1679 
SRT 0002 15 1679 30 0002 1733 
15 ALO 17 STOS s PLUS E 1733 15 1686 1641 
STOS STL 0000 18 STORES 1641 20 0000 1604 
18 SRT 0003 UPDATE 1604 30 0003 1713 
ALO SUMS SUMS 1713 15 1931 1635 
STL SUMS ]635 20 1931 1 634 
RAL STOS IS J MAX 162 l~ 65 16'~ 1 ; 695" 
SLO 19 H-95 16 1698 ·: 654 
NZA AEQR . 1654 45 1603 1759 
ALO 20 STEP J 1608 15 1761 1715 
STL STOS UPS 1715 20 l 61+1 1700 
AEOR .RAL SUMS DOES 1759 65 1931 1685 
SLO SUMD AVA'l L EQUAL 1685 16 166'~ 1769 
NZA 201 RCOU I REMUJ"f S 1769 4.5 1622 1673 
HLT 9000 9000 STOP 1622 01 9000 9000 
201 · RAL 21 INITIALIZE 1673 65 167(;, 1 ()31 
LDD 55 XX ADDRESS 16 3] 69 1788 1891 
SDA STX RH 1891 22 1810 1917 
LDD 54 1917 69 1820 19-, 3 
SDA GET XX 1973 22 18"14 1838 
STL STXLH 1838 20 1797 1702 
· RAL 46 INITIALIZE 1702 65 1862 1967 
LDD 47 DI 1967 69 1870 1674 
SDA . GETDI ADDRESS 16 7 L~ 22 1666 1920 
STL STODI 1920 20 1729 1782 
RAL 22 INITIALIZE 1782 65 1888 19'}3 
STD STIJC IJC ADDRESS l 9L: J 21, 1785 1938 
STU · SUMBE .ZERO SUME\!: 1938 21 1839 1892 
STD · SCXHO ZERO 1892 24 1932 1939 
STD SCXLO TOTAL COST 1939 2l~ 1933 1890 
LDD 23 1890 69 169'+ 1 7L, 8 
STD E SET E K 1 71+8 2l1- 1835 1 91,0 
STD K AND I l 9l~O 2'+ J.812 ) 7] 8 
STD I TO 1 1718 2Li. 1710 1 7 ,'.) 8 
STU L SWA SET L TO 0 1768 21 1780 : 9!1-l 
SWA NOP 0000 SWAS 19 1+1 00 0000 : e95 
SWAB RAL R 25 READ 1752 65 1912 J J 18 
25 STL p CIJ 1818 20 l 72L1 ]827 
LDD 1995 ROW 1827 ·. 69 18:?.0 1 995 
RAL p IF 1830 65 1 72'+ 1681 
SLO 24 BIG 1681 16 19!i-2 1798 
NZA 25 SWAS 1798 '+5 1818 1895 
SWAS LDD 26 27 SET G 18~5 69 181;.8 1867 
27 STD G TO 1 1867 2'·· -~, 1 7QL1- 1962 
RAL L SET LOC cc 1962 65 1780 1 7,:4 
LDD 200 TO L l 7L;A 69 1899 1802 
SDA GET CC 1802 2 2 1610 1868 
LDD 28 SET CR 1868 69 1771 1 77'+ 
20 
STD CR TO 999999 1774 2L1- 1630 179.tr 
LDD 29 SET 1 79L; 69 1948 1852 
STD SWF SWF ON 1852 2L+- 1722 1975 
LDD 30 SET J 1975 69 1678 1731 
STD J MG TOG TO 1 1731 2'+- 1736 1750 
MG TOG RSL G REVERSE SIGN 1750 66 1 7Ql, 1909 
STL G OF G 1909 20 1 7QL; 1857 
LDD GET CC STORE LOC 1857 69 1610 17G3 
STD LC 8001 OF cc 1763 2L; 1616 8001 
8001 LDD 0000 31 cc TO DIST 8001 · 69 0000 1754 
31 BMI GCLH GCRH TEST G 1754 46 1907 1650 
GCLH RAB 8001 32 GET CLH 1907 67 8001 1705 
32 SRT 0005 34 1765 30 0005 1627 
GCRH RAB 8001 GET CRH 1658 67 8001 181 !:> 
AUP GET CC STEP 1815 10 1610 18(:>5 
AUP 33 cc 1865 10 1618 1723 
STU GET CC ADDRESS 1723 21 1610 1813 
SLT 0005 1813 35 0005 1725 
RAL 8002 32 1725 65 noo2 1765 
34 SLO CR COMPARE CIJ 1627 16 1630 1735 
BM! TESTJ WITH CR 1735 46 1638 1639 
ALO 8001 REPLACE CR 1638 15 8001 l 7h5 
STL CR WITH CIJ 1 71.~5 20 1630 17B3 
LDD J ETC 1783 69 1736 1689 
STD JR 1609 2L~ 16-'i-2 179.5 
LDD G 1795 69 1 70L~ 1708 
STD GR 1708 2 {; 1811 J. 7 61+-
LDD LC 1 76L; 69 1616 181 ') 
STD LR TESTJ 1819 2'+- 1672 1639 
TESTJ RAL J TEST FOR H,39 f,S 1736 16~'1 
SLO N ENO OF ROW 1691 16 1929 18)3 
NZA REP LC 1833 ,, 5 J. 786 16 3 7 
• 
ALO 8001 STEP j 1706 15 8001 1693 
ALO 35 1693 15 . 'l {-.IJ.6 l(J51 
STL J MG TOG 1651 20 1 r36 1750 
RE PLC RAL LR REPLACE 1687 6S 1(,72 1677 
LDD 36 MINIMUM 1677 69 J S80 l 68lf. 
SDA STOCC CIJ 1684 22 1737 1690 
LDD 38 WITH 1690 69 l 7,i3 1696 
SDA 39 8001 . 99999 1696 22 1699 8001 
8001 LDD 0000 40 8001 E, 9 0000 180•+ 
40 STD CCR 1804 . , L ,_ ~ '. 7'.', 8 1861 
RAL GR 1861 65 1811 1915 · 
BMI 9LH 9RH 1915 46 1668 1869 
9LH RAB CCR 16613 67 1758 18 63 
SLT 0005 1863 -:i. i -- _) 0005 1 T/5 
RAL 8002 177S 65 8002 1 r~4 
SRT 0005 1731~ 30 0005 16 i~7 
ALO 41 · STOCC 161;.7 15 1800 1737 
9RH RAB CCR 1869 o7 1758 19:13 
SRT 0005 1913 30 0005 18~'j 
SLT 0005 1325 35 0005 1787 
ALO 37 STOCC 1787 15 1 7 :~o 1,--:;, 7 
STOCC STL 0000 OBS JR 1737 20 0000 1 El~> '+ 
OBS JR RAL JR SET 1854 65 1 6 42 1 1)9 7 
21 
ALO 42 $JR 1697 J 5 UJ~:,O 1 7 () 5 
LDD 43 ADDRESS 1705 60 1808 1 ~) '· J. SDA STi)SJ 8002 1911 22 1965 G(102 
8002 RAL 0000 44 SJR TO LA 8002 ( C .:.> 0000 1 -· r:. i: ~I..,_, 
44 NZA 45 SWY IS SJR ZERO 1755 '-:- S l G5l3 1 ~: C/) 
SWY NOP 0000 68 1660 co 0000 1 n 1" 45 STL SJR GET DI STORE SJR 1858 ::: (; 1. 963 1 ~} ::.~ t) 
GETDI 
I 
R5L 0000 48 DI TO LA 1666 c6 0000 Hl05 
48 STD Q DI TO Q 180 ~) 21; 1908 1 S' C, 1 
ALO SJR CALC DELTA 1961 15 1963 l 7C, 7 
BM! STOSJ TEST DELTA 1767 /;6 .1(, 70 19CS 
RAB 8002 STODI SET DI TO 1670 67 8002 l 7 '.2') 
STODI STL 0000 49 ABVALDELTA 1729 20 ocoo J. CJOL, 
49 LDD SJR SET Q 19 0L} 69 1963 1716 
STD Q TO SJR 1716 2'+ 1908 1662 
LDD 50 SET 1662 69 1766 1919 
STD SWF SvJF OFF 1919 2'~ F/22 1875 
RAL 51 STOSJ SET SJ TO 0 1875 65 1 f:.?8 1 ~)65 
STOSJ STL 0000 52 1965 20 0000 :.855 
52 RAL I FORM AND 1855 65 1 710 1816 
SLT 0002 STORE 1816 35 00()2 1773 
ALO JR NEW 1773 15 16 .. •-2 1 71,.7 
SLT 0001 BASIS 176.7 35 00:.., 1 1905 
ALO, CR STIJC ELEMENT 1905 15 16 ;,Q 17[JS 
STIJC STL 0000 53 1785 20 00,10 1906 
53 RAL Q 1906 65 1908 10(,t,. 
SRO 0003 18 (,t.,. 31 0003 1925 
STL QR 1925 20 1 7·19 1632 
RSL . E 1632 66 1835 1739 
STL E 17 39 20 1835 1688 
BMI XLH XRH 1688 Li 6 1741 1692 
XLH RAB QR 1 7 /:.1 67 l T/9 1 78Lt 
SLT 0005 STXLH 1784 35 0 00 S 1797 
STXLH STL 0000 UDSCX 1797 20 0.Jt·O 1760 
XRH RAB QR GET XX 1()92 67 1 Ti9 183!~ 
GET XX ALO 0000 STX RH U33L~ 15 0 00.) 1810 
STX RH STL 0000 56 1B10 20 OOC<) 1860 
56 RAL GET XX 18 6 0 65 1834 1789 
ALO 57 1709 15 1742 1847 
LDD STXLH 18!} 7 69 1797 1900 
SDA STXLH 1900 22 1 7 9 7 1701 
LDD STXRH 17 01 69 1810 1 91 L; 
SDA STXRH 191 \ 22 1810 196!+ 
STL GET XX UDSCX l 96L:. 20 18 :,L1- 1760 
UDSCX RAU QR UPDATE 17 (,0 60 1779 1/305 
MPY CR TOTAL J.885 ] 9 1630 1935 
AUP SCXHO COST 1935 10 J 932 1837 
ALO SCXLO 183 7 15 1933 1807 
STU SCXHO 1 B87 21 1932 1836 
STL SCXLO 18 36 20 1933 1036 
RAL SUMBE UPDATE 1806 65. 1839 1793 
ALO 58 SUM OF 1793 15 1 7•'l6 17 r.il 
STL SUMBE BASIS ELEM 17 51 20 J.839 17°2 
RAL STIJC STEP 17 ':I 2 65 1785 1 0 fl Q ... v .... >, 
ALO 59 I JC J.0 89 15 1 a1~2 1897 
22 
STL STIJC SWF ADDRESS 1897 20 1785 1722 
SWF NOP 0000 0000 17 22 00 0000 0000 
SW FON RAL I TEST I 1801 6S 1710 186() 
SLO M 1866 16 1928 1936 
NZA 62 1936 45 1 790 1791 
ALO 8001 STEP 1790 15 3001 1947 
ALO 60 I l 9Lt 7 15 1851 1910 
STL I 1910 20 1710 1916 
RAL GET DI STEP 1916, 65 1666 1721 
ALO 61 DI 1721 15 162'+ 1829 
LDD STODI ADDRESS 1829 69 1729 1682 
SDA STODI 1682 22 1729 1732 
STL GETDI SWZ 1732 20 1666 1969 
swz NOP 0000 SWT 1969 00 0000 1823 
62 RAL SUMBE CHECK 1791 65 1839 181.i.3 
SLO NBE NUMBER OF 1843 16 1 796 1901 
NZA 202 BASIS ELEM 1901 L,J ':, 1 712 1762 
HLT 9001 9001 STOP 1712 01 9001 9001 · 
202 PCH 1927 PUNCH 1762 71 1927 1727 
R.AL 63 INITIAL 1727 65 1730 1937 
LDD 315P7 DISTRIBUTION 1937 (.9 18'+0 1893 
NOP· 0000 9002 1840 00 0000 9002 
SWT NOP 0000 0000 1823 00 0000 0000 
SWTO RSL K NODD 1602 66 1812 1817 
STL. K REVERSE K 11317 20 1812 1966 
BMI 66 TEST K 1966 46 1720 1770 
RAL 64 67 STEP L 1770 65 1873 1777 
66 RAL 65 67 1720 65 1923 1777 
· 67 ALO L 1777 15 1780 1738 
ALO w 1738 15 1841 18'+5 
STL L 68 1845 20 1780 1814 
68 LDD K . 27 SET G TO K i814 69 1812 1867 
· SWTE NOP 0000 66 1652 00 0000 1 ·120 
1995 . STD 1999 
' 
1988 READ SUB 1995 24 1999 1988 
1997 LDD 1998 1996 SET READ 1997 69 1998 1996 
1998 44 . 1987 1999 1 CARD 1998 44 1987 1999 
1996 STD 1983 ID SWITCH 1996 24 1983 1600 
1 LDD 1200 3 CONSTANTS 1753 69 1200 1653 
4 00 0001 0000 1614 OG 0001 0000 
12 LDD 1500 14 1806 69 1500 1903 
16 00 0001 0000 1714 00 0001 0000 
17 00 0000 0001 1626 00 0000 0001 
23 00 0001 0000 169~~ 00 0001 0000 
24 oo .. 0000 0001 1942 00 0000 0001 
26 00 1111 0000 18Lf 8 00 1111 0000 
200 LDD 0000 31 1898 69 0000 1754 
28 00 0099 9999 1771 00 0099 9999 
29 00 0000 · SWFON 1948 00 0000 1801 
30 00 0001 0000 1678 00 0001 0000 
33 00 0001 0000 1618 00 0001 0000 
35 00 0001 0000 16'1-6 oo· 0001 0000 
36 , STL 0000 OBS JR 1680 20 0000 Hl54 
~8 LDD 0000 LtO l "/Li-3 69 0000 1804 
41 99 9990 0000 1800 99 9990 0000 
23 
37 00 0009 9999 1740 00 0009 9999 
43 STL 0000 52 1808 20 0000 1855 
47 RSL 0000 ,.a 1870 66 0000 1805 
50 00 0000 SWY 1766 00 0000 1660 
51 00 0000 0000 16 28 00 0000 0000 
51+ ALO 0000 STX RH 18 20 15 0000 1810 
55 STL 0000 56 1788 20 0000 1860 
57 00 0001 0000 1 7 i. 2 00 0001 0000 
58 00 0001 0000 1746 00 0001 0000 
59 00 0001 0000 1842 00 0001 0000 
60 00 0001 0000 1851 00 0001 0000 
61 00 0001 0000 162'.; 00 0001 0000 
64 00 0001 0000 1873 00 0001 0000 
65 00 0000 0000 1923 00 0000 0000 
1927 00 1928 0006 1927 00 1928 0006 
1934 00 0000 0000 1934 00 0000 0000 
PROG 315 P7 PUNCH SUBROUTIN [ 
315PC RAL 8000 315P7 PCH CONSOLE 1950 65 8000 1893 
315P7 STD 315XX STORE EXIT 1893 24 181+6 1 7L~9 
LOO 315A SET 1 7,,.9 69 1902 1918 
SDA 315A FWA 19113 22 1902 1968 
SLT OOOL~ AND 1968 3 ~j OOOL~ 1781 
SDA 315B L~JA 1781 2 ?. 18l,4 1799 
RAL 315A 315J F'VJA TO LA 1799 6 5 1902 1970 
315J AUP 315C LWA TO UA 1970 10 1824 1831 
LDD 315D SET CONTROL 1831 69 1894 1849 
SDA POOOl 8002 H}ti.9 2?. 1H77 8002 
315 := AUP 315E STEP PCH ADR 1821 10 1874 1832 
SLO 315B HAS LAST 1832 16 1£:.44 1899 
SUP 8003 WORD BE EN 1899 1 1 8003 1871 
NZA 315G STORED 1871 Li5 1 92'f 1676 
AUP 8001 1924 10 80~)1 l 9l:-4 
ALO 315E 1944 15 187'+ 19!~5 
ALO 315B 1945 15 18 ,!f.'+ J 9 L~9 
SUP 315H HAVE 7 ~10RDS 1949 11 1921 1726 
NZU 315! BEEN STORED 1726 4 't 1696 19!.; 6 
AUP 8001 8002 1896 1 Cl 8001 8002 
315! PCH POOOl 315J PUNCH 7 \.JDS 194-6 71 lS77 1970 
315G RAL 8001 MODIFY 16 76 65 8001 1971 
SLO 315 H CONTROL 1971 16 19;~ 1 1 776 
SRT OOOL} \-vORD ON 1776 30 OOOLf 1772 
ALO POOOl LAST CARD 1772 15 1877 1 822 
STL POOOl PUNCH 182.2.. 20 1 877 1872 
PCH POOOl 3 15 XX LAST C/\RD 1872 71 l f3 77 J.8L:.6 
315A 69 0000 8003 CON .ST ANT S 190 2 69 0000 8 003 
315( 2'+ P0002 315F 1824 2+ 1878 1821-
315D 00 0000 0007 1894- 00 00 0 0 0007 
315E 00 0001 0000 1874- 00 0 0 0 1 0000 
315H 24 P0009 ~l5f 19 21 24 18 8 5 1 82 1 
24 
PROGRAM 2 ITERATION 
PROGRAM 2 INITIALIZATION 
SETUP LDD 255 RESTORE 0001 69 0004 0007 
STD 1983 READ SWITCH 0007 24 1983 0036 RAU . N N TO UA 0036 60 1929 0033 
SRT 0004 0033 30 0001+ 0043 
LDD TAG TEST 0043 69 1930 0083 
BD2 SMALL BIG TAG 0083 92 0086 0038 
SMALL MPY . M 200 MN IN LA 0086 19 1928 0133 
BIG MPY 201 · 200 · N, IN LA 0038 19 0041 0133 
200 SRT 0004 0133 30 0004 0093 
DIV 202 0093 14 001+6 0096 
ALO 8003 Bl IN LA 0096 15 8003 0003 
SLT 0004 SET 0003 35 0004 0013 
STL 1.64 Bl 0013 20 1873 0026 
LDD 203 ADDRESSES 0026 69 0029 0032 
SDA 12 00 32 22 1356 0009 
LDD 204 0009 69 0012 0015 
SDA 66 0015 22 1417 0020 
LDD 205 0020 69 0023 0076 
SDA 82 0076 22 1656 0059 
LOO 206 0059 69 0062 0065 
SDA 112 0065 22 1757 0010 
STL 207 0010 20 0115 0018 
STD 137 0018 24 1614 0017 
ALO . M 0017 15 1928 0183 
ALO N Xl IN LA 0183 15 1929 0034 
' SLO 208 · EBO IN LA 0034 16 0037 0091 
·. STL 148 00 91 20 1397 0050 
ALO 220 XO IN LA 0050 15 0053 0057 
·· LDD 209 SET 0057 69 ·0060 0063 
SDA 10 XO 0063 22 1267 0070 
LDD 210 ADDRESSES 0070 69 0073 0126 
SDA 31 0126 22 1421 0024 
LDD 248 0024 69 0027 0030 
SDA 65 0030 22 1342 0045 
LDD 211 · 0045 69 0048 0051 
SDA 7.3 00 51 22 1416 0019 
LDD 212 00 .19 69 0022 0025 
SDA 110 002~ 22 1890 0143 
LDD 213 0143 69 0146 0049 
SDA 126 OOL~9 22 1445 0098 
STL 149 0098 20 1708 0011 
STD 174 0011 24 1528 0031 
ALO 214 Xl IN LA ' 00 31 15 0084 0039 
LDD 215 SET 0039 69 0042 0095 
SDA 138 Xl 0095 22 1594 0047 
LDD 216 ADDRESSES 0047 69 0100 0103 
SDA 160 0103 22 1968 0021 
LDD 217 00 21 69 0074 0077 
SDA 180 0077 22 16L•2 0145 
RAL M 0145 65 1928 0087 
ALO N 001:P 15 1929 0184 
25 
SLO 218 NO BASIS 0184 16 0137 014/ 
STL 181 ELEM IN LA 0141 20 1620 0 ·, ')'.' .. - :) 
SRT 0004 0123 :, 0 0004 OCHS 
DIV 219 0035 14 0088 o 1 :io 
ALO 8003 0138 15 8003 01 '.•5 
SLT 0004 0195 35 0001+ 0005 
ALO 149 UC IN LA 0005 15 1708 011 :;. 
STL uo STORE U 0 0113 20 1 2Lr,4 009'[ 
LDD 221 SET 0097 69 ()}.50 015'.:: 
SDA 76 uo 0153 22 :1. 382 0085 
LDD 222 ADDRESSES 00 85 69 0188 0191 
SDA 91 0191 22 1490 0193 
LDD 22 3 0193 69 0196 0099 
SDA 120 0099 22 1496 0149 
LDD 207 01L~9 69 0115 0068 
SRT 0004 0068 30 0004 0079 
SIA RP Cl 0079 23 1682 0135 
SLT 0004 0135 35 0004 01-+7 
ALO 224 Ul IN LA 0147 15 0101 0055 
LDD 225 SET 0055 69 0008 0061 
SDA 1 Ul 0061 22 1239 0092 
STL 226 ADDRESSES 00 92 20 0197 0151 
LDD 227 0151 69 0054 010·7 
SDA 70 0107 22 1 390 QQlf4 
ALO M Vl IN LA 004l~ 15 1928 0185 
S_LO 228 ·vo IN LA 0185 16 ()089 0094 
STL VO STORE VO 00 94 20 1266 0069 
LDD 229 SET 0069 69 0072 0075 
SDA 79 VO 0075 22 1 34Lr O l t,8 
LDD 2·30 ADDRESSES ' 01 48 69 0002 0105 
SDA 85 0105 22 1210 0163 
LDD 231 0163 69 0016 0119 
SDA 117 . 0119 22 1270 0173 
ALO N MO IN LA 0173 . 15 1929 0136 
LDD .23 2 · SET 0136 69 0139 Ol'-1-2 
SDA 4 MO 014 2 22 1206 0109 
LDD 233 ADDRESSES 0109 69 0112 0165 
SDA 7°2 0165 22 1 506 . 0159 
LOO 226 0159 69 0197 OCJ 'S2 
SRT 0004 00 52 30 0 OOLr 0014 
SIA J') C014 23 1207 0110 
SLT 0004 0110 35 0004 00 -11 
ALO 234 Ml IN LA 00 71 15 0124 0129 
LDU 235 SET 0129 t 9 008 2 01 86 
SDA 6 Ml 01 86 ') ·) it. • .;.... 1 2 18 0 121 
LDD 236 ADDRESSES 0121 (J 'j 0174 01 2 7 
SDA 7 Lr 0127 22 1568 0171 
LDD 237 0171 69 0125 0028 
SDA 98 0028 22 1812 0066 
LDD 238 0066 6 9 0169 0122 
SDA 104 0122 2 ? 1566 01 20 
LDD 239 0120 6SI 0175 0078 
SDA 141 0078 2 ;~ 1813 0 l:~ 6 
LDD 240 0116 69 0170 017 6 
SDA 162 0176 22 1773 0177 
26 
STL 241 STORE Ml 0177 20 0081 0187 
RAL 181 CALC SIZE 0187 65 1620 0128 
SRT 0004 OF MUBAR 0128 30 000'+ 0189 
DIV 242 TABLE 0189 J.4 0192 0 ll~4 
SLT 0004 014L~ 35 0004 0155 
NZU 243 0155 44 0160 0111 
ALO 244 243 0160 15 0064 0111 
'.43 ALO 241 El IN ,LA 0111 15 0081 0040 
LDD 245 · SET El 0040 , . 69 0194 0198 
SDA · 103 ADDRESS 0198 22 l ·1~69 01 72 
SLO 246 EO IN LA 0172 16 0178 0090 
LDD 247 SET EO 0090 69 0199 0102 
SDA 101 ADDRESS 0102 22 1657 0161 
RAL 8002 0161 65 8002 0179 
SLO 249 DOES DATA 0179 16 0132 0140 
BMI 9000 . OVERLAP PROG . 0140 46 0152 9000 
RAL TAG 0152 65 1930 0190 
BD3 256 0190 93 0104 0154 
LDD 257. SE.T SW H 0154 69 0157 0162 
· STD . SWH ON 0162 24 1786 0006 
LDD 8002 256 0006 69 8002 0104 
56 BD2 8SMAL 9B l .G SIZE TEST 0104 92 0058 0114 
BIG SRT 0003 0114 30 0003 0080 
STL R 0080 20 1603 0056 
LDD 251 SET SW D' 0056 69 0164 ' 0067 
STD SWD TO .-BIG 0067 2'+ 1671 0130 
LDD 252 SET SW G 0130 69 0106 · 0166 
STD SWG TO BIG . 0166 24 1301 0156 
LDD 253 BORS SET · 0156 69 0117 0180 
SMAL LDD 254 BORS READ 0058 69 0167 0180 
::>RS STD .· 1988 8001 SW ITCH 0180 24 1988 8001 
:n 00 0001 0000 CONSTANTS 0041 00 0001 0000 
:> 2 00 0000 0002 0046 00 0000 0002 
'.)3 RAL 0000 13 0029 65 0000 1205 )4 RAL . 0000 67 0012 65 0000 1755 
)5 RAL 0000 83 · QI) 23 65 0000 1805 
)6 RAL 0000 113 0062 65 0000 1706 
)8 00 0002 0000 0037 00 0002 0000 
)9 STD 0000 11 OQ60 24 0000 1453 
LO STD 0000 32 00 73 24 0000 1353 
Ll STL 0000 75 0048 20 0000 1703 
L2 STU 0000 111 00 22 21 0000 1604 
L3 STD 0000 3INCA 0146 24 0000 1627 
L4 00 · 0001 0000 0084 00 0001 0000 
l5 LDD 0000 144 0042 69 0006 1654 
l6 STL 0000 · SUPDS 0100 20 0000 1914 
.7 LDD 0000 182 0074 69 0000 1520 
.8 00 0001 0000 0137 00 0001 0000 
.9 00 0000 0002 0088 00 0000 0002 
'.O 00 0001 0000 00 5:3 00 0001 0000 
'.l STD 0000 78 0150 24 0000 1753 
'.2 , RAL 0000 92 0]8 8 65 0000 15 56 
'.3 RAB 0000 121 0196 67 0000 18 56 
'.4 00 0001 0000 0101 00 OCOl 0000 
27 
225 STL 0000 3 0008 20 0000 1203 
227 STL 0000 71 0054 20 0000 1653 
228 00 0001 0000 0089 00 0001 0000 
229 STD 0000 81 00 72 2 Lt, 0000 1803 
230 RAL 0000 86 0002 65 0000 J.855 
231 LDD 0000 118 0016 69 0000 1354 
232 STL 0000 3 0139 20 0000 1203 
233 STL 0000 71 0112 20 0000 1653 
234 00 0001 0000 0124 00 0001 0000 
235 STL 0000 3 00132 20 0000 1203 
236 STL 0000 71 0174 20 0000 1653 
237 STL 0000 100 0125 20 0000 , 1554 
238 RAL 0000 3SHPL . 0169 65 0000 1756 
239 RAL 0000 4SHPL 0175 65 0000 1807 
240 RAL 0000 5SHP 0170 65 0000 1664 
242 00 0000 0010 0192 00 0000 0010 
244 00 0001 0000 0064 00 0001 0000 
245 STL 0000 100 0194 20 0000 1554 
246 00 0001 0000 0178 00 0001 0000 
247 STL 0000 100 0199 20 0000 1554 
248 STD 0000 WIJ 0027 24 0000 1209 
249 00 1200 0000 0132 00 1200 0000 
251 STD 21 Sit/DB 0164 2l~ 1418 1 300 
252 · STL 21 S\oJDB 0106 20 1418 1 3 00 
253 RDS 1994 1997 0117 70 1994 199 7 
254 RDS 1994 UV 0167 70 1994 12 36 
255 44 1987 1988 0004 4Lt- 1987 1988 
257 STL SCXLO SltJHON 0157 20 1933 18 50 
1997 LDD 1998 1999 1997 69 1998 1999 
1998 44 1987 1976 SET READ 1 1998 44 1987 1 97 6 
1999 STD 1983 UV CARD SWITCH 1999 2 Lt, 1983 1236 
1975 LDD TAG 1996 RES TART 19 75 69 1930 199 6 
l996 BD2 1988 1972 TEST TAG 1996 92 1988 1972 
1972 LDD 1995 1974 RESTORE . 1972 69 1995 1974 
1974 STD 1983 1988 READ INSTR 1974 24 1983 1988 
1995 44 1987 1988 1995 44 1987 1988 
1973 STD 1976 1988 READ SUB 1973 24 1976 1988 
PHASE 1 CONSTRUCT UV TABLE 
UV RAU 1 RESET 1 236 60 1239 1243 
ALO 2 8003 UV 1243 15 12-4-6 800 3 
8003 STL 0000 3 TABLE 8003 20 0000 120 3 
3 SUP Lt TO 12 0 3 11 1 206 1211 
NZU 5 1000000000 1211 Lt.ff 1215 1216 
AUP 6 8003 12 15 10 1218 8003 
5 LDD 7 SET SW A ON 1216 69 1269 12 22 
STD SWA SWBOF 1222 2 ,lt- 1 252 1555 
SWBOF LDD 8 SET SW B ON 1555 69 1308 1611 
STD SWB 1611 2L~ 1208 166 1 
LDD 9 10 SET EB 1661 69 1 364 1267 
10 STD 0000 11 TO ZERO 1267 2Lt 0000 1'1-53 
11 RAL 12 12A INITIALIZE 14 S 3 65 1356 1 21 9 
12A STL lGETB 8001 IJC ADDRE SS 12 19 20 1306 8001 
28 
8001 RAL 0000 13 IJC TO LA 8001 65 0000 1205 
13 NZA SWB WIJ IS IJC ZERO 1205 L~5 1208 1209 
SWB BMI swc 14 IS IJC NEG 120 8 46 1261 1212 
14 SLT 0003 1212 35 0003 12·21 
STU 1 I STORE I ·. 1221 21 1226 1229 
· SUP . 8001 1229 11 8ooi 1237 
SLT 0002 1237 35 0002 1293 
STU lJ STORE J 1293 21 1248 1201 
SUP 8001 1201 11 8001 1259 
SLT 0005 1259 35 0005 1271 
STU · lC I J . STORE CIJ 1271 21 1276 1279 
RAL 1 I CALCULATE 1279 65 1226 1231 
SLT 0004 LOCATION 12 31 35 0004 1241 
ALO uo OF · . 1241 15 12•t4 121~9 
LDD 15 LI l 1249 69 1202 1255 
SDA 16 AND 1255 22 1309 1262 
LDD . 17 VJ 1262 69. 1265 1268 
SDA SWAOF 1268 22 1321 1224 
LDD 18 1224 69 12.27 1230 
. SDA 41 1230 22 1233 1286 
.LDD 19 1286 69 . 1289 1242 
SDA . 20 1242 22 . 1245 1298 
RAL . lJ 1298 65 12l~8 1253 
SLT 0004 1253 35 0004 1213 
ALO VO 1213 15 1266 1371 
LDD 21 13 71 69 1274 1277 
SDA 22 1277 22 1281 123lt 
LDD 23 1234 69 1287 1240 
SDA 24 1240 22 1343 1296 
LDD 25 .. SWA 1296 69 1299 1252 
SWA SDA 26 SWAON 12 52 22 1305 1258 
. SWAON LDD 27 1sr TIME 1258 69 1311 1214 
STD · SWA SET · SWA OFF 121,. 24 1252 · 1355 
RAL 8003 16 SET UI 1355 65 8003 1309 
16 STD 0000 28 TOM 1309 24 0000 1303 
SWAOF RAl 0000 28A UI .TO LA 1321 65 0000 1405 
28~ SL T 0001 IS Ul 1405 35 0001 1361 
NZU 22 24 1000000000 1361 L~L~ 1281 1343 
22 RSL 0000 29 VJ TO LA 1281 66 0000 1455 
·29 SLT 0001 IS V.J 14-55 35 0001 1411 
NZU 33 1000000000 1411 44 1315 1'316 
LDD 30 31 SET EB TO 1315 69 1318 14-21 
31 . STD 0000 32 MINUS 1 1421 24 0000 1353 
33 SRT 0001 HAVE VJ 1316 30 0001 1223 
ALO lCIJ 20 CALC UI 1223 15 1276 124-5 
20 STL ooob 34 STORE UI 1245 20 0000 } L~03 
24 RAL 0000 35 VJ TO LA 1343 , 65 0000 1505 
, 35 SLT 0001 IS VJ 1505 35 0001 1461 
NZU 28 32 1000000000 14-61 44 1303 1353 
28 RAL lCIJ 41 HAVE Ul 13 03 65 1276 1233 
41 SLO 0000 26 CALC VJ 1233 16 0000 1305 
26 STL 0000 34 STORE VJ 1305 20 0000 1403 
34 LDD 36 SET SWB 1403 69 1256 1359 
STD SWB 32 OFF 1359 24 1208 1353 
32 RAL lGETB STEP 1353 . 65 1306 1511 
29 
ALO 37 12A lJC ADDR 1511 15 1264 1219 
SWC HLT 0001 BASIS DEGEN 1261 01 0001 1365 
LDD 38 SET S IJ./ C 1365 69 136B 1471 
STD S\-JC UV OFF 14 71 2 L1- 1261 1236 
SWCOF HLT 0002 2ND TRY NG . 1200 01 0002 1204 
RAL 39 PUNCH 1204 65 1207 1561 
LDD '+0 315P7 UV 1561 69, 1314 1217 
40 HLT 9003 9003 TABLE 131 lt 01 9003 9003 
2 10 0000 0000 CONSTANTS 1246 10 0000 0000 
7 SOA 26 SWAON 1269 22 1305 1258 
8 BMI SWC 14 1308 46 1261 1212 
9 00 0000 0000 l 36Lt 00 0000 0000 
15 STD 0000 28 120 2 2Lt 0000 1303 
17 RAL 0000 28A 1265 65 0000 1405 
19 STL 0000 34 1289 20 0000 1403 
21 RSL 0000 29 1274 66 0000 1455 
23 RAL 0000 35 1287 6 5 0000 1505 
25 STL 0000 34 12 9 9 20 0000 1403 
27 SDA 26 SWAOF 1311 22 1305 1321 
30 00 0000 0001 1318 
- 00 0000 0001 
36 BMI SWBOF 14 1256 4 6 1555 1212 
37 00 0001 0000 1264 00 0001 0000 
38 HLT 0002 SWCOF 1368 01 0002 1200 
18 SLO : 0000 26 1227 16 0000 130 5 
PHASE 2 CALCLA TE WIJ 
WIJ LDD 42 · SET WR 1209 6 9 1 362 1 5 15 
STD WR TO ZERO 151 5 2L1- 1 312 1565 
LDD 43 SWD SET l 156 5 6 9 l '+68 1 67 1 
SWD STD 21 SWDS TO 1 16 71 24 ll~l8 1721 
SWDB LC;::> R BIG PROBLEM 1 300 6 9 1 603 1 'i-56 
STD 2P 2READ READ l'-f 56 2 4 14 59 l '+12 
2READ LDD 1973 CIJ llt 12 69 1 6 15 1 9 7 3 
RAL 2P ROW 161 5 6 5 l lt-59 1313 
SLO 44 1313 16 1 36 6 17 71 
NZA SWDS 1771 ,,5 1 ,, 24 1721 
STL 2P 2READ 11-t 2 Lt 20 ]_Li-5 9 1 L,; 12 
SWDS LOD 45 AIG OR SMALL 17 2 1 69 1 L;. 7 l , 1L, 2 7 
STD 2A SET A TO 1 1427 2!+ 133 7 1 3!,0 
LDD 46 !NIT CIJ 13i0 69 1 5'+3 11, 1.,6 
STD 2GETC 2SETU ADDRESS 144 6 2 lf 1 290 1 593 
2SETU RAL 2 I 58 SET UI 1593 6 :) l Li l 3 1 6 21 
58 ALO uo ADDRESS 16 21 15 } 2 !+ Lt l 3 L;9 
LDD 
'• I 1 349 o9 1302 1 705 
SDA 2GETU 170 5 22 1 232 1 335 
LDD /i{J SET J 1 33 5 69 12 38 131~1 
STD 2 j 2SETV TO 1 1341 24 1 2 80 148 3 
2SETV RAL 2J 56 SET VJ 1483 65 1280 1 2 50 
56 ALO VO ADDRESS 12 50 15 1 2 &6 1 02 1 
LDD 49 15 2.1 69 l 3 21~ l 3 2 7 
SDA 2GETV 1327 22. 1 33 1 1 284 
RSL 2A REVEF~SE S IGN 12.84 66 133 7 1 291 
STL 2A 2GETC or A 12.91 20 1 33 7 12)0 
30 
2GETC LDD 0000 50 CC TO DI ST 1290 69 0000 1503 50 BM I 2CLH 2CRH TEST A 15 03 '+6 1 Li 06 1257 
2CLH RSB 8001 51 GET CLH ll+ 06 68 8 001 1263 
51 SRT 0005 1263 30 0005 122!:i 
STL 2CIJ 2GETU STORE CIJ 1225 20 1329 1232 
2CRH RAB 8001 GET CRH 1257 67 8001 1 Ltl5 
AUP 2GETC STEP CIJ 1'~ 15 10 1290 1295 
AUP 52 ADDRESS 1295 10 1348 1553 
STU 2GETC 1553 21 1290 1393 
SLT 0005 1393 35 0005 1605 
RSB 8002 51 1605 68 8002 1263 
2GETU ALO 0000 2GETV CALC WIJ 1232 1 r· .. 'J 0000 1331 
2GETV ALO 0000 SWE 1331 15 0000 1655 
SWE BMI 53 TEST WJ 1655 46 1358 1409 
AUP WR TEST WIJ IL+ 09 10 1312 1317 
SLO 8002 AGAINST WR 1317 16 8002 1275 
SUP 8001 1275 11 8001 1283 
BMI 53 1283 46 1336 1358 
STD WR REPLACE 1336 24 1312 1'+65 
LDD 21 \..JR 1465 69 l '~18 1571 
STD 21R WITH 1571 2'+ 1374 1377 
LDD 2J WIJ ETC 1377 69 1280 1333 
STD 2JR 1333 21.i- 1386 1339 
LOO 2CIJ 1339 69 1329 1282 
STD 2CIJR 53 1282 24 1235 1358 
53 RAL 2J TEST j 1358 65 1280 1285 
SLO N 1285 16 1929 1383 
NZA 54 1383 45 1436 1387 
ALO 8001 STEP J 1436 15 8001 1'+43 
ALO 55 1443 15 l 3l,6 1251 
STL 2J 56 1251 20 1280 1250 
54 RAL 21 TEST 1387 65 l'd8 1273 
SLO M SWF 1273 16 1928 1433 
SWF NZA 60 SW FON 1433 45 1486 l l~3 7 
60 ALO 8001 STEP I 1486 15 8001 1493 
ALO 57 SWG 1493 15 1396 1301 
SWG STL. 21 58 1301 20 1 l;.18 1621 
SW FON RAL WR IS WR ZERO ll~ 3 7 65 1312 1367 
NZA 2PCH 1367 45 1220 1821 
RAL COUNT STEP 1220 65 193l~ 1389 
ALO 59 ITERATION 1389 15 1292 1247 
STL COUNT MU BAR COUNTER 1247 20 1934 1487 
2PCH LDD RP SUB PUNCH 1821 69 1524 14·17 
LDD TAG L 0/\f'\.l\ IJ L [ 1524 69 1930 1533 
BDl GET/\0 SOLUTION 1533 91 1536 1288 
HLT 9004 9004 STOP 1536 01 9004 9004 
GE TAO LDD 61 ALTERNATE 1288 69 1391 1294 
STD SWE OPTIMA 129'+ 2l~ 1655 1408 
LDD 62 SET SW E l'+ 0 8 69 1711 1414 
STD SWF AND F OFF 1414 2 l~ l l~33 1586 
LDD 64 65 1586 69 1439 1342 
65 STD 0000 ~Jlj 1342 24 0000 1209 
63 RAL 21 FORM 1350 65 l lf 18 1323 
SLT 0002 IJC 1323 35 0002 1379 
ALO 
.2J 1379 15 1280 1385 
31 
SLT 0001 1385 35 0001 l l.41 
AAB 2C I J . 1 L• li. l 17 1329 1633 
STL CIJAO STORE C LJ 1633 20 1761 1464 
RAL 66 69 INITIALIZE 1 !+ 61. 6S 1 '.1 7 1583 
69 STL GET CA 8001 IJC ADDRESS 1583 20 1871 8001 
8001 RAL 0000 67 IJC JO LA 8001 65 0000 1755 
67 NZA PCHAO TEST IJC 1755 L,5 1458 1509 
SLO ClJAO · TEST FOR 1458 16 1761 1665 
NZA 53 BASIS ELEM 1665 L+5 15Hl 13:,8 
RAL GET CA NOT BASIS 1518 65 1871 1325 
ALO 68 69 STEP IJ C ADR 1325 15 1228 1583 
PC HAO LDD 2 I PUNC~ 150S' 69 l'd8 1921 
STD POOOl ALTERNATE 1921 24 1877 1 330 
LDD 2J OPTIMA 1330 69 1280 1683 
STD P0002 IJC 1683 21+ 1878 1381 
RAB 2CIJ 1381 67 1 3 29 1733 
STL P0.003 1733 20 1[{79 1332 
PCH POOOl 53 13 32 71 1877 1358 
42 00 0000 0000· CONSTANTS 1362 00 0000 0000 
43 00 0001 0000 l.i,-6 8 00 0001 0000 
44 00 0000 0001 1366 00 0000 .OOG l 
4.5 00 1111 0000 14 71. 00 1111 0000 
, 46 LDD· 0000 50 15,:.3 69 0000 1503 
47 ALO 0000 2GETV 1302 15 0000 1331 
48 00 0001 0000 12 3 8 00 0 001 0000 
49 ALO 0000 SWE 1324· 15 0000 1 655 
52 00 0001 0000 l 3L, 8 00 0·001 0000 
55 00 0001 0000 l 3tr6 00 0001 0000 
57 00 0001 0000 1 396 00 0001 0000 
59 00 0001 0000 1 292 <.JO 0001 0000 
61 NZA 53 63 1391 L15 1358 1350 
62 NZA 60 9005 17 11 45 1436 9005 
64 00 0000 , 0000 lL, 39 00 0000 ooco 
68 00 0001 0000 1 22 8 ()() 0001 0000 
PHA S E 3 CONSTRUCT MU BAR TA BL E 
MU BAR RAU 70 8003 RESET llt8 7 60 1390 8003 
8003 STL 0000 71 UV 80 03 2 () 0000 1653 
71 SUP 72 TABLES 1653 ll 1S06 181 1 
NZU ·73 TO 1811 L;.Li 1715 1L116 
AUP 7'-1- 8003 ZE RO 1715 1 () 1568 8003 
73 STL 0000 75 SET EB TO 0 lL; 16 20 0000 1703 
75 RAL 2 IR SET MU I 1703 6~ l J 7 L;. 1429 
ALO 76 TO 1 1429 1 ~ 1382 J 53 7 
LDD 77 8002 1537 6S1 1 !.,.LrO B002 
8002 STD 0000 · 78 8002 2!a 0000 1753 
78 RAL 2JR SE T NU j 17 53 65 l 386 l L,9 1 
ALO 79 TO 1 111-91 15 1 3l;. 1., 1399 
LDD 80 800 2 '1399 69 1352 8002 
81 LDD 82 INITIA LIZE 1803 6 9 16f>6 1659 
STD 3GETB 8001 IJC ADDRESS 16 59 2'-l- 1 606 8001 
8002 S TD 0000 81 800 2 211, 0000 1803 
8001 RA L 0000 83 IJC TO LA 8001 65 0000 1805 
32 
83 NZA 84 TEST IJC 1805 !~ 5 1 508 1559 SLT 0003 STORE 1508 35 0003 l",6 7 
STU 311 I ll.16 7 21 1272 1375 
SUP 8001 1375 11 8 001 1783 
SLT 0002 17 83 ~c j .) 0002 lli89 
· RAL 8003 l ff89 65 8003 l ;~97 
SLT · 0004 CALC ADDRESS 12 9 7 35 0001+ 1307 
ALO · 85 OF V .BAR J 1307 1 5 1210 1765 
LDD 87 1765 69 1618 1971 
SDA 88 8002 · 1971 22 111.2 5 8002 
8002 RAL 0000 . 86 ADD 1 8002 65 0000 1855 
86 ALO 90 88 TO 1855 :. ::i 1558 l l:,-25 
88 STL 0000 · 89 . v BAR J lL+ 25 2 0 0000 1853 
89 RAL 3 I.1 CALC ADDRESS 1853 65 1272 1527 
SLT 0004 OF u BAR I 1527 35 0004 J.587 
ALO 91 1587 15 1 !+90 · l 3li,5 
LDD 93 l 3lf5 69 1398 1351 
.SDA 94 8002 1351 22 1905 8002 
.8002 RAL . 0000 92 ADD 1 8002 65 0000 1556 
92 . ALO . 96 94 TO 1556 15 1609 1905 
. 94 STL 0000 95 U BAR I . 1905 • 20 0000 1903 
95 R.AL 3GETB ST.EP 1903 65 1606 1861 
ALO 97 IJC 1861 15 1514 1319 
STL 3GETB . 8001 ADDRESS 1319 20 1606 8001 
84 .RAU <;0 RESET 1559 60 1812 1617 
ALO 99 8003 MU BAR 1617 15 1320 8003 
8003 . STL 0000 · 100 TABLE 8003 20 0000 1554 
100 SUP 101 TO CODED ', 15 5'+ 11 1657 1862 
NZU 102 MINUS. ZER.O 1862 L,4 1~16 1363 
· · AUP 103 800'.3 1516 10 l '+69 8003 . 
102 RAL 104 INITIALIZE 1363 65 1566 1 L~22 
STD 105 MU BAR ADDR 1422 24 12 5L1. 1707 
L.DD 106 17,07 69 1510 1563 
SDA 107 1563 22 1607 1560 
LDD 108 INITIALIZE 1560 69 1613 1616 
STD ?.~, lii--'L r :1lllFT 1616 2L1. 1756 1909 
ll)D 109 1909 69 1912 1666 
s·1 D 3SHPR 110 l C66 24 1737 1890 
110 :, l u 0000 . 111 SET EB TO 0 18 )0 21 0000 1604 
111 LDD · 112 INITIALIZE 1604 69 1 757 1610 
.'..iTD 3058 8001 IJC ADDRESS 1610 24 1 L1.80 8001 
eoo1 f,f\ L 0000 113 !JC TO LA 8001 6:; 0000 1706 
113 i i:'. J\ THETA TEST IJC 1706 L, 5 1260 1911 
HI 1 ! 102 1260 '+6 1363 1561+ 
SL i 0003 STORE I J 1564 35 odo3 1373 
[,T l I ?,l 2 137 3 21 1278 l Lt3 l 
S~J ; I ,,()0 l 14 31 11 s·oo 1 1539 
SL1 i.10 02 1539 35 000 2 1395 
STU '3. i :, 105 139S 21 1400 1254 
105 IU\L Oli on 3~~HPL MUS TO LA 125\ 6S 0000 1756 
3SHPL SLT 000') 114 GET MU p 17 5<·, :i 5 0009 1577 
11 :, SIU 3Lf.1US l':.i77 21 143Z lLf35 
S UP flO O l 1't 35 11 i3 (}0 l 1643 
SL T 0001 l 6 't3 35 0001 .l.449 
ST! 31~MUS 
~449 20 1304 1357 
33 
SLO 8001 1357 16 8001 1815 
SUP 115 IS MU BAR 1815 11 1668 1423 
NZU 31NCA KNOWN 1423 l~4 1627 1328 
LDD 116 SET D TO 8 1328 69 1481 1334 
STD 3D CALC LOC OF 1334 24 1637 1540 
RAL 3J2 UBARMU AND 1540 65 1 L~OO 1806 
SLT 0004 1806 35 0004 1517 
. ALO 117 8002 VBARNU AND 1517 15 1270 8002 
8002 LDD 0000 118 STORE THEM 8002 69 0000 1354 
118 STD 3F 1354 24 1407 1310 
LDD 119 1310 69 1413 1466 
SOA 3STVN 14,66 22 1369 1322 
RAL 312 1322 65 1278 1833 
SLT 0004 1833 35. 0004 1693 
ALO 120 1693 15 1'+96 1401 
LDD . 12.2 1401 69 1'+04 1457 
.SDA 3STUM 8002 1457 22 1.961 8002 
8002 RAB 0000 ·121 UBARMU TO LA 8002 67 0000 1856 
121 STD 3E 1856 2'+ 1709 1462 
SLT 0006 15 UBAR 1 1462 35 0006 1677 
SUP 123 1677 11 1380 1485 
NZU 3CAL 1485 44 1589 1590 
RAB 3F IS VBAR 1 1589 67 1407 1512 
SLT 0006 1512 35 0006 1727 
SUP 124 1727 11 1430 1 535 
NZU 30l09 1535 44 1639 1640 
LDD 125 1 26 .SE T EB TO 70 1639 69 1392 1445 
126 STD 0000 3INCA · MINUS 1111 1445 24 · 0000 1627 
3DT09 . LDD 127 SET D 1640 69 1743 1596 ' 
STD 3D TO 9 1596 24 1637 1690 
RAL . 3E . INTERCHANGE 1690 65 1709 1463 
. LDD 3F E AND F 1463 69 1'+07 1360 
STD 3E 1360 2'~ 1709 1562 
STL 3F 3CAL 1562 . 20 '1407 1590 
3CAL RAL 3E GET 2 1590 65 1709 1513 
SLT 0006 1513 35 0006 1777 
STL · 3CIR2 STORE 2 1777 20 1531 1384 
RAL 3F 1384 65 1407 1612 
SLT 0006 1612 35 0006 1827 
STU 3CIR3 STORE 3 1827 21 1482 1585 
RAL 8002 4 IN LA 1585 65 8002 1793 
SLO 3CIR2 4 . MIN 2 1793 16 1531 1635 
SRT 0006 1635 30 0006 1499 
ST L 34M2 STORE 4MIN2 1499 20 l '~54 1507 
RAB 3CIR3 AB3 TO LA 1507 67 1'+82 1687 
SL T 0004 1687 35 0004 1347 
SLO 128 1347 16 14-50 1906 
LDD 34 M2 1906 69 1'+54 1557 
SDA 129 1557 22 1662 1865 
RAL 800 1 1865 65 8001 1473 
LDD 3D TEST D 1473 69 1637 1740 
BD1 3STVN 3STUM 1740 91 1369 1961 
3STVN STL 0000 3STMB D IS 8 1369 20 0000 1504 
3STUM STL · 0000 3STMB D IS 9 1961 20 0000 1504 
3STMB RAL 3CIR2 CALCULATE 1504 65 1531 1685 
34 
NZA 130 CODED 1685 45 1338 1689 BMI 131 MU BAR 133 8 46 1541 14L~2 
RAU 132 130 1541 60 1394 1689 
131 RAU 133 13 0 1442 60 1495 1689 
130 ALO 3RMUS 1689 15 1304 1759 
SRT 0001 ASSEMBLE 1759 30 0001 1915 
AUP 3LMUS 3SHPR AND S TORE 1915 10; 1432 1737 
3SHPR · SRT 0009 107 NEW Ml,JBAR 1737 30 0009 1607 
1107 STL 0000 3INCA WORD 1607 20 0000 1627 
3INCA RAL 3088 ST EP 1627 65 1480 1735 
ALO 134 IJC 1735 15 1388 1843 
STL 30BB ADDRESS 181+3 20 1480 1434 
; RAL 3SHPL STEP 1434 65 1756 1712 
. ALO 135 P SHIFT 1712 15_ 1965 1419 
LDD 3SHPR 1419 69 1737 J.790 
SDA 3SHPR 1790 22 1737 1840 
STL 3SHPL 1840 20 1756 1809 
SLT 0005 ISP ZERO 1809 35 0005 1372 
RAL 8002 1372 65 8.002 1581 
SLT 0001 - 1581 35 0001 1787 
NZU ' 3088 1787 44 1480 1492 
RAL 105 STEP 1492 65 1254 1859 
ALO 136 , MU BAR 1859 15 1762 1567 
LDD; · 107 ADDRESS 1567 69 1607 1410 
SDA; 107 1410 22 1607 1460 
STL 105 30BB 1460 20 1254 1480 
77. . oo ,. 0000 0001 CONSTANTS 1440 00 . 0000 0001 
. eo . 00 0000 0001 1352 00 0000 0001 
87 STL · 0000 89 . 1618 20 0000 18 53 
90 00 0001 0000 1558 00 · 0 001 0 000 
93 STL 0000 95 1398 20 0000 1 90 3 
96 00 . 0001 0000 1609 00 0001 0000 
97 00 0001 oooc 1514 00 0001 0000 
:99 . 33 3333 3333 1320 33 333 3 3333 
106, STL 0000 3INCA lS.10 20 oo·oo 1627 
108 SLT 0000 114 1613 35 0000 1 5 77 
109 SRT 0000 107 1912 30 ·oooo 1607 
115 00 0000 0003 1668 00 0000 000 3 
116 ,00 0000 0008 1481 00 0000 0008 
119 STL 0000 3STMB 14 13 20 0000 150.l, 
122 STL - 0000 3STMB 1404 20 0000 15 0!.; 
123 00 0000 0001 1380 00 0000 0001 
124 00 0000 . 0001 - 11+ 30 00 0000 0001 
125 00 1111 0000 1392 ~ 00 111 1 0 000 
127 00 0000 0009 1743 00 0000 0009 
128 00 0001 0000 l'.; 5 0 00 0001 0000 
· 132 00 0000 0002 1394 00 0000 0 0 02 
133 00 0000 0001 1495 00 0000 0001 
134 00 0001 0000 1388 00 0001 0000 
135 00 0001 0000 19 6 5 00 000 1 0000 
136 00 0001 0000 1762 00 0001 0000 
PHASE 4 CALCULATE THETA 
35 
THETA · LDD 137 INITIALIZE 1911 69 1614 1717 
STD 4LIJC · I JC ADDR CTR 1717 24 1438 1891 
LDD 138 INITIALIZE 1891 69 1594 1497 
STD 4LXIJ XIJ ADDRESS 1497 21~ 1857 1760 
STD 4H SETH PLUS 1760 24 1500 1904 
LDD 139 SET THETA TO 1904 69 1810 1763 
STD 4T 9999999999 1763 24 1532 1885 
LDD 140 SET P ' SHIFT 1885 . 69 1488 1941 
STD 4SHPL TO .ZERO 1941· 24 1807 1860 ' 
. RAL 141 153 INITIALIZ:E 1860 65 1813 1804 
153 STL 4LMB 8001 MUBAR ADDR 1804 20 1 7,~1 8001 
8001. · RAL 0000 4SHPL 8001 65 0000 1807 
4SMPL SL T. 0009 142 1807 35 0009 1378 
142. · . RAL 8002 GET AND 1378 65 8002 1837 
SLT 0001 TEST MUBAR 1837 35 0001 1893 
AUP 143 ·8003 1893 10 1646 8003 
8003 NOP 0000 · 0000 TR ON MUBAR : 8003 00 0000 0000 
K0004 HLT 0006 MU.BAR · HL T MU IS MZ 1549 01 0006 11+87 
K0003 · · NOP .0000 KOOOl "TRA TO KOO.Cl 151_.8 00 0000 1546 
· K0()02 . "RAL 4H 4LXIJ H TO LA 15'~ 7 65 1500 1857 
4L):(IJ L.DD_ · 0000 · _ 144 xx TO DIST 1857 69 0000 1654 
.144 BMI. 4GXRH 4GXLH TEST H 1654 46 1907 1608 
4GXLH · · RAL 8001 145 GET XIJ LH 1608 65 8001 1716 
, 14'5 SRT 0.005 146 1716 30 0005 1479 
-4GXRH RAU · 8001 GET XIJ RH 1907 . 60 8001 1766 
SRT · 000~ 1766 30 0005 1529 
RAL -8002 145 1529 65 8002 ·. 1716 
146 SLO 4T. COMP.A.RE XI J. 14 79 i6 .1532 1887 
NZA · 4XEQT ·. WITH THETA . 1887 45 1940 "1591 
BMi · . 
. KOOOl "19'+0 ' 46 . 19lf 3 1546 
ALO "8001 REPLACE 191.;3 · 15 8001 1451 
STL · 4T 147 THETA BY XIJ 1451 20 i 53.2 1785 
1_47 . LDD 4LIJC AND LIJCT 1785 69 1438 1641 
STD 4LT I KOOOl BY LIJCX 1641 24 14'+4 15'•6 
KOOOl RAL 4LIJC IS IJC 1546 65 1438 · 1494 
. SLO . 148 .· . COUNTER 1494 16 1397 1501 
NZA ABT MAXIMUM 1501 45 1704 1658 
ALO 149 STEP IJC 1704 15 1708 1663 
STL . 
.4LIJC COUNTER 1663 20 1438 1691 
RSL 4H REVERSE 1691 66 1500 1758 
STL 4H SIGN OF H 1758 20 l50o 1 7 !'>4 
BM I . 4INPS TEST H 175'+ 46 1808 1 f:; :,e 
RAL 4LXIJ STEP XX 1858 65 1857 1 ·) 62 
ALO 150 ADDRESS 1962 15 1816 1 '+ 7 2 
STL ' 4LX IJ 4INPS 1472 20 1857 lb08 
41NPS RAL 4SHPL STEP 1·'308 65 1807 1713 
ALO 151 p 1713 15 1866 1522 
STL 4SHPL SHIFT 1522 20 1807 1660 
SL.T 0005 IS 16 60 35 0005 1523 
RAL 8002 · P 1523 65 8002 1631 
SLT 0001 ZERO 1631 3!> 0001 1937 
NZU 4LMB 1937 t;4 1741 1542 
RAL 4LMB STEP MUBAR 1542 65 1741 1545 
ALO 152 153 ADDRESS 1545 15 1448 1804 
-, 4XEQT RAL 4LIJC XIJ EQ THETA 1591 65 1438 1544 
36 
ALO 154 8002 1544 15 1447 8002 8002 RAL 0000 15~ lJCX TO LA 8002 65 0000 1908 
155 SLT . 0003 1908 35 0003 1667 
STU 4IX STORE IX 1667 21 i572 J.475 
SUP 8001 1475 11 8001 ll~84 
SLT 0002 1484 35 0002 1791 
STU 4JX . STORE JX 1791 21 1696 1599 
RAL 4LT 1599 65 1'+44 1699 
ALO 156 8002 1699 15 1402 8002 
8002 RAL 0000 157 IJCT TO LA 8002 '65 0000 1710 . 
157 SLT 0003 1710 35 0003 1519 
STU 4IT STORE IT 1519 21 1574 1428 
SUP 8001 1426 11 8001 1835 
SLT 0002 1835 35 0002 1841 
STU 4JT STORE JT · 18, .. 1 21 1746 1749 
. RAL 4IX COMPARE · 1749 65 1572 1478 
SLO 41T IX W 1TH IT 1478 16 1574 1579 
NZA 158 1579 45 1582 1534 
BMI 147 KOOOl 1582 46 1785 15'+6 
158 . RAL 4JX COMPARE 1534 65 1696 1551 
slo 4JT JX WITH JT 1551 16 1746 1601 
NZA 9007 1601 45 1854 9007 
BMI 147 KOOOl 1854 46 1785 1546 
l'.39 99· 9999 9999 CONSTANT~ 1810 99 9999 9999 
140 SLT 0000 142 1488 35 0000 1378 
143 00 0000 KOOOl 1646 00 0000 1546 
150 . 00 . 0001 ; 0000 181_6 00 0001 0000 
151 00 0001 0000 1866 00 0001 0000 
152 00 · .0001 0000 14Lt8 00 0001 0000 
154 RAL 0000 15.5 1447 65 0000 1908 
156 RAL 0000 157 · 1402 65 0000 1710 
PHASE 5 ALTER BA.SIS TABLE 
ABT RAL 160 lNITIALIZE 1658 65 1968 1723 
LDD · 161 XlJ ADDRESS 1723 69 1376 1729 
SDA 5GETX 1729 22 1814 1819 
STL 5STOX 1819 20 1849 1602 
STD sa SET Q PLUS 1602 24 1600 1869 
STU . 5SCB SET SCBAR 0 1869 21 1867 1420 
LDD 162 INITIALIZE 1420 69 1773 1426 
STD 5GMB MUBAR ADDR 1426 24 l lt52 1919 
LDD 163 INITIALIZE 1919 69 1823 1476 
STD 5SHP P SHIFT 1476 24 1664 1969 
LDD 164 INITIALIZE 1969 69 1873 1526 
STD SLIJC SLOOP IJC ADR CTR 1526 24 1910 1550 
SLOOP RAL 5LJJC LIJC TO LA 1550 65 1910 1916 
ALO 165 SET 1916 1,5 1569 1573 
LDD 166 IJC 1573 69 1326 1629 
SDA 5S1JC 8002 ADDRESSES 1629 22 1584 8002 
8002 RAB 0000 167 IJC TO LA ' 8002 67 0000 1863 
167 SL T 0005 1863 35 0005 1525 
RAL 8002 1525 65 8002 1634 
SRT 0005 1634 30 0005 1597 
37 
STL SCIJ STORE CIJ 1597 ;'.Q 165). 1913 
RAL 5LIJC IS LIJC EQ 1913 65 J.910 1966 
SLO l1-L T TO LIJCT 1966 16 11.~1 .. ,+ 1799 
NZA 5GMB · 5RBE 1799 45 ll.52 1963 
5GMB RAL 0000 5SHP GET MUBAR. 1\52 65 0000 . 1664 
5S.HP SLT . 0009 168 · · 1664 35 0009 1935 
168 RAL 8002 1935 65 8002 1644 
SLT . . 0001 TRANSFER • J. 6l~L1- 35 0001 
I 
1 70'1 
AUP 16.9 ON "'JUBAR ; 1701 10 1 7111- 1619 
LDD · 5CIJ 8003 CIJ TO · DIST 1619 69 1651 8003 · 
F0002 . RSL 860f : MU BAR IS . 16'~8 66 8001 1764 
· STL 5CBAR PLUS l 1764 20 1669 1622 
. · RSL 4T .. 170 · ' 1622 66 1532 1538 
F0003 STD SCBAR . .MU BAR IS 16L~9 24 ' 1669 1672 
RAL 4T 170 MINUS 1 · 1672 65 1532 1538 
170 STL 5TBAR . 
·'· 
1538 20 1694 . 1697 
RAL SQ 5GETX · Q · TO LA 1697 · . 65 1600 1814 
5GETX · . LDD 0000· 171 · xx TO . DIST 1814 69 0000 186/~. 
171 '' BMI 5XRH ·5XLH TEST. Q . 186'1- 46 . 1 767 ' 1718 
5XRH · RAL . ·:· 8001 ADD. · 1767 65 8001 1575 
. ALO 'STBAR' 5STOX 'THETA · BAR 1575 : 1 ::> . ' 1694· 1849 
5XLH .: ·RAL 8001 · TO ·· 1718 " ' 65 ' 8001 1.625 
SLT ooos .·. X lJ . ·1625 35 0005 1588 
AUP . · 5.TBAR 1588 10 169/f 1899 
SRT · 0005 .ssTox 1899 30 . oo·os 18Li-9 
5STOX' Sll 0000 . 5UPDS STORE · NEV! X l8 L19 20 oood 1914 
5RBE .· RAL 2IR . CONSTRUCT '1963 65 1374 1679 
SLT 0002· L,ICIJ 2 1679 35 0002. 1636 
. ALO 2JR 1636 15 1386 ' 1.592 
. SL T 0001 15 92 35 ()001 194.9 
AAB 2CIJR . ss.1 ,Jc STORE NEW 191}9 17 1235 1584 
5S'lJC STL ·. 0000 · 172 BASIS ELEM · 1584 20 0000 196'+ 
172 · RAB 2CIJR SET CBAR TO l 96li. 67 1235 1739 
S LO 5CIJ CIJR MINUS 1739 . 16 1651 181 7 
STL 5CBAR SUPDS .· CI J 1.817 20 1669 1914 
· 5LJPDS RAL , 5SCB UPDATE i914 65 1867 1722 
ALO · 5CBAR SIGMA CBAR 1 i22 15 1669 1623 
STL ~S~B FOOOl 16 23 20 1867 · 161{•7 
FOOol · RAL 5LIJC STEP lJC 
'-
1647 65 1910 1917 
ALO l."i" 3 ADDR CTR 1917 15 1370 1675 
SLO ~74 IS LIJC MAX 1675 16 152$ 1681+ 
NZA · · CHECK 1684 45 1638 1789 
ALO ', 8001 1638 15 8001 1595 
/.i STL 5LIJC 1595 20 1910 1967 
RSL . 5Q REVERSE SIGN 1967 66 1600 1768 
STL ·50 OF Q 1768 20 1600 1818 
BMI 176 .TEST Q 1818 46 1772 1822 
RAL 5GETX STEP XIJ 1822 65 1814 1719 
ALO 175 ADDRESSES 1719 15 1872 1578 
LDD 5STOX . 1578 69 ' 1849 1502 
SDA 5STOX 1502 22 . 1849 1552 
STL 5GETX 176 1552 20 1814 1772 
176 RAL 5SHP. STEP p r:712 65 1664 1769 
ALO 177 SHIFT .. 1169 15 1922 1628 
STL 5SHP 1628 20 1664 1868 
38 
SLT 0005 IS p ZERO 186 8 35 0005 1681 
RAL 8002 16 8 1 6 5 8002 1839 
SLT 00 01 1839 3 5 0001 1645 
NZU 5LOOP 1645 44 1550 1650 
RAL 5GMB . STEP 1650 65 1452 1918 I ALO 178 MU BAR 1918 15 1673 1678 
STL . 5GMB SLOOP · ADDRESS 1678 20 1452 1550 
161 LDD · 0000 171 CONS-TANTS 1376 69 0000 1864 
163 SLT 0000 · 168 · 1823 35 0000 1935 
165 RAB . 0000 167 1569 67 0000 1863 · 
166 STL 0000 172 , 1326 20 · oooo 1964 
169 00 0000 FOOOl 17 lL~ 0 0 0000 1647 
173 .00 0001 0000 1370 00 0001 0000 
175 00 0001 . 0000 1872 00 0001 0000 
177 00 · 0001 0000 1922 00 . 0001 0000 
1 7'8 . 00 0001 ·OOOO 1673 00 0001 0000 
PHASE 6· CHECK NEW DISTRIBUTION 
CHECK RAL .. 180 INITIALIZE 1789 65 1642 1797 
STD .· 6GETX . XX APDR 1797 24 1923 1626 
. STD 6Z SET Z PLUS · · 1626 24 1470 1724 
STU · 6SUMX SET SX TO . o·. 1724 21 1747 1800 
LDD 18i SET T TO 1800 · 69 1620 1774 
STD 6T 6LOOP •M PL 1 · MIN N 1774 24 1570 1700 
6LOoP · RSL 62 REVERSE S I'GN 1700. 66 1470 1725 s Tl: • . 62 . · ~GETX .:oF I Z . .. : . . 1725 . 20 1470 · 1923 
6GETX ·• LDD 0.000 . 182 , .X.X / TO DIST . 1923 69 0000 1520 182 ,' BMI 6XLH 
' . 
6X~H . TEST Z . 1520 L~6 · 1624 1674 
6XLH . RAL 8001 · 184 1624 65 8001 . 1731 
184 SRT 0005 6UPSX x IN L.A , 1731 30 0005 1744 
6XRH R.'\L ·8001 1674 · 65 8001 1781 
AUP 6GETX STEP .. XX 1781 10 '1923 1728 
AUP 183 .. 
· ADDRESS . 17.28 10 1831 1686 
STU 6GETX 1686 21 1923 1576 
SLT ooos · 1576 35 0005 1889 
RAL ·8002 184' 1889 65 8002 1731 
6UPSX ALO . 6SUMX UPDAT'·E 1144 15 1747 1751 
I STL . 6SUMX SUM X . 17 51 20 1747 1750 
RAL 6T END OF 1750 65 1570 1775 
SLO 185 LOOP ,TEST 1775 16 1778 1734 
NZA 6CXWS 1734 45 1688 1939 
STL 6T 6LOOP . 1688 20 1570 1700 
6CXWS RAL 6SUMX ' . COMPARE SUMX 1939 65 1747 1801 
SLO SU.MS WITH SUMS 1801 16 1931 1736 
NZA · 186 J.736 45 . 1692 1742 
HLT 9008 9Q08 STOP 1692 01 9008 9008 
186 RAL 5SCB HAS TOTAL 1742 · 65 1867 1824 
BMI 187 C0ST IN:R 1824 46 1828 1779 · 
NZA 187 1779 45 1632 1828 
HLT 9009 9009 STOP 1632 01 9009 9009 
187 ALO WR COMP SUMCBAR 1828 15 1312 1670 
NZA . 188 WITH WIJ 1670 45 1874 1825 
HL.T 9010 9010 STOP 1874 01 9010 · 9010 
39 
188 RSU 8001 CALC CHANGE 182 6 1 8 001 1 781+ MPY 4T IN COST l 78 L~ 19 1532 l / 38 
AUP SCXHO UPDATE 1738 10 1932 1788 
ALO SCXLO TOTAL 178 8 15 1933 1838 
STU SCXHO SWH COST 11338 2 1 1932 1786 
SWH STL SCXLO SW HOF 1786 20 1933 183$ 
SW HON PCH 1927 SW HOF PCH MAS CARD 1850 71 1927 1836 
SW HOF RAL 8000 IS RESTART 1836 65 8000 1794 
BM! UV INFO . DESIRED 179'+ 46 l 8L1- 7 1236 
LDD RP SUB 1847 69 1900 1477. 
NOP 0000 U'' 1900 00 0000 1236 
183 00 0001 0000 CONSTANTS 1831 00 0001 0000 
185 00 0001 0000 1778 00 0001 0000 
RESTART PUNCH SUBROUTINE 
RP SUB STD RPXX PUNCH 1477 24 1530 1834 
PCH 1927 MASTER DATA 1834 71 1927 182.9 
RAL RP Cl CARD AND 1829 65 1682 1888 
LDD RPXX 315P7 · IJC XX 1888 69 1530 1217 
RP Cl 00 0000 0000 TABLES 1682 00 0000 0000 
1927 00 1928 0007 1927 00 1928 0007 
I 
PROG 315 P7 PUNCH SUBROUTINE 
315PC RAL 8000 315P7 PCH CONSOLE 1950 !:,5 8000 1217 
315P7 STD 315XX STORE EXIT 1217 24 1720 1924 
·LDD 315A SET 1924 69 1580 1886 
. SDA · 315A FWA . 1886 22 1580 1936 
SLT 0004 AND 1936 35 · OOOL~ 1897 
SDA 3156 UJA 1897 22 1851 1770 
RAL 315A 315J FWA TO LA 1770 65 1580 1938 
315J AUP 315C LWA TO UA 1938 10 1792 1947 
LDD · 315D SET CONTROL 1947 69 1901 1820 
SDA . POOOl 8002 WORD 1820 22. 1877 8002 
315F AUP 315E STEP PCH ADR 1652 10 1870 1875 
SLO " 3158 HAS LAST 1875 16 ·1851 1920 
SUP 8003 WORD BEEN 1920 11 8003 1630 
NZA 315G STORED 1630 45 l 8L~2 1892 
A°UP 8001 1842 10 8001 1702 
ALO 315E 1702 15 1870 1925 
ALO 3156 1925 15 1851 1970 . 
SUP 315H HAVE 7 WORDS 1970 11 1676 1732 
NZU 3151 BEEN STORED 1732 44 1942 1844 
AUP 8001 8002 1942 10 8001 8002 
3151 PCH POOOl 315J PUNCH 7 WDS 1844 71 1877 1938 
315G RAL 8001 MODIFY 1892 65 8001 1752 
SLO 315H CONTROL 1752 16 1676 1782 
SRT 0004 WORD ON 1782 30 0004 1894 
ALO POOOl LAST CARD 1894 15 1877 1832 
STL POOOl PUNCH 1832 20 1877 1680 
PCH POOOl 315XX LAST CARD 1680 71 1877 1720 
315A 69 0000 8003 CONSTANTS 1580 69 0000 8003 
315C 24 P0002 315F 1792 24 1878 . 1652 
40 
315D 00 0000 0007 190 1 (JO 0000 0007 315E 00 0001 0000 1870 00 0 00 1 0000 
315H 24 P0009 315F 1676 24 188 5 1652 
PROGRAM 3 ALTERNATE OPTIMA 
.. 
PROGRAM 3 INITIALIZATIO~ 
SETJP LDD . 255 RESTORE I 0001 . 69 0004 0007 . 
STD . 1983 READ sw11cH 0007 24 1983 0036 
RAU N N TO UA I 0036 60 1929 0033 
SRT · 0004 00 33 30 0004 0043 
· LDD TAG TEST 0043 69 1930 0083 
B02 . SMALL :BIG TAG 0083 92 0086 0038 
SMALL - -MPV M ·200 MN IN , LA 0086 19 1928 , 0133 
BIG MPV . 201 200 N INLA 0038 19 0041 0133 
200 SRT 0004_· .. 013.3 30 0004 0093 
DIY. 202 0093 l '+ 0046 0096 
· ALO · 8003 · Bl IN LA 0096 15 8003 0003 
SLT . · 0004 SET .· 0003 . 35 0004 0013 
STL · · 164' .8 l 0013 20 1770 0023 
. · LDD 205 0023 · 69 0026 . 0029 
s·oA 82 .0029 22 . 1556 · 0009 
.LDD 206. 0009 · 69 0012 . 0015 
SDA 112 .0015 . 22 1607 . 00 10 · 
STL 207 0010 20 0065 0018 
STD 137 0018 ·24 1962 : 0115 
ALO· M · Oli5 . 15 1928 .0034 
'ALO N . X 1 IN LA . 00 31+ · 15 . 1929 0084 
. EBO 'IN LA I . SLO 208 0084 · 16 0037 0091 
.STL · 148 
· 00,91 20 . 14'1-6 OOL~9 
ALO ' 220. XO IN LA 0049 .15 0002 0057 
LDD 211 0057 69 0060 0063 
. SDA · 73 0063 22 1416 0019 
LDD ~12 · ·. 0019 69 0022 0025 • 
SDA . 11 O 0025 22 1688 0141 
LDD 213 0141 69 0044 0047 
SDA 126 0047 22 1493 O ll~6 
STL 149 0146 20 .1707 0110 
STD 174 0110 24 1526 0079 
ALO 214 Xl IN LA 0079 15 0032 0087 
LDD 215 SET 0087 69 004-0 0143 
SDA 138 .X1 0143 22 1691+ 0097 
. LDD 216 ADDRESSES 0097 69 00 50 0053 
SDA 160 0053 22 1916 0069 
LDD 217 0069 69 0072 0075 
SDA 18 0 0075 22 16'+0 0094 
RAL M 0094 65 1920 013.!i 
STU COUNT ZE RO COUNT 0134 21 1934 0137 
ALO N 0137 1 :> 1929 0035 
SLO 218 NO BASIS 0035 16 0088 0144 
STL 181 ELEM IN LA 0144 20 1851 0054 
SRT 0004 0054 30 0004 0165 
DIV 219 0165 14 0068 0118 
41 
ALO 8003 0 111:1 15 8 0 03 0125 SLT 0004 01?.5 ~5 0 OOL~ 0085 
ALO 149 uo IN LA 0035 15 1707 0011 
STL uo STORE U 0 0011 20 0016 0119 
LDO 221 SET 0 1 19 69 0 122 0175 
SDA 76 uo 0175 22 1 4 ll~ 0017 
LDD 222 · ADDRESSES 00 1 7 69 0020 0073 
SDA 91 00 73 2 2 1 f+L;. 0 001+5 
LDD 223 OOL~5 69 OOL1.8 0051 · 
SDA 120 0051 22 141.;.4 0147 
LDD 207 0147 69 0065 0168 
SRT 0004 016 8 30 0004 0129 
SIA RP Cl 01 29 ? 3 1632 0135 
SLT 0004 0135 35 0004 0095 
ALO 224 Ul. IN LA 0095 15 0098 0103 
LDD · 227 0103 69 0006 0059 
SDA 10, 0059 22 1435 0138 
ALO M Vl IN LA 0133 15 1928 0136 , 
SLO 228 VO ·IN LA 0136 16 0039 01L~5 
STL VO STORE VO 0145 20 0099 0052 
LDD 229 SET 0052 69 0005 0008 
SDA 79 VO 0008 22 1466 0169 
LDD ' 230 ADDRESSES 0169 69 0172 0076 
SDA. 85 0076 22 1460 0113 
LDD 231 0113 69 0066 0070 
SDA 117 0070 22 1516 0120 
ALO N MO IN LA 0120 15 1929 0089 
. LDD . 233 ADDRESSES 0089 . 69 0042 01'~8 
SDA . 72 0148 22 1456 0109 
ALO 234 Ml IN LA 0109 15 0062 0067 
LDD 235 SET 0067 69 0170 0123 
SDA 6 Ml 0123 22 0027 0030 
LDD 236 ADDRESSES 0030 69 0139 0092 
SDA 74 00 92 22 1418 0021 
LDD 237 0021 69 0024 0077 
SDA 98 0077 22 1662 0116 
LDD · 238 0116 69 0071 0074 
SDA 104 0074 22 1564 0117 
LDD 239 0117 69 0121 0124 
SDA 141 0124 22 1713 0166 
LDD . 240 01 6 6 69 0171 0174 
SDA 162 0174 ~22 1873 0126 
STL 241 STORE Ml 0126 ;~ 0 0031 0090 
RAL 181 CALC SIZE 0090 6'-'.1 1851 0055 
SRT 0004 OF MUBAR 0055 30 0004 0167 
DIV 242 TABLE 0167 1 ! , 0173 0127 
SLT 0004 0127 3 5 0004 0 l'+O 
NZU 243 0140 I , I.~ 014·9 0100 
ALO 2 1+4 . 243 0149 1'5 0102 0100 
243 ALO 2 Lt 1 El IN LA 0100 l I" . J 0031 01,12 
LDD 21+5 SET El 01'+2 69 0150 0153 
SDA 103 ADDRESS 0 :.. 53 2 2 1518 002 3 
SLO 246 EO IN LA 0028 16 0081 0101 
LDD 247 SET EO 0101 69 01 O!.t 0107 
SDA 101 ADl)RESS 0107 22 1507 0160 
42 
LDD 254 SET 0160 69 0163 0078 
STD . 1988 8001 READ SWITCH 0078 24 1988 8001 
201 00 0001 0000 CONSTANTS OO'J· l · 00 0001 0000 
202 00 0000 0002 0046 00 0000 0002 
205 RAL 0000 83 0026 65 0000 · 1455 
206 RAL · 0000 113 0012 65 0000 1655 
208 00 .. 0002 0000 0037 00 0002 ,0000 
211 STL ·0000 75 · 0060 20 0000 1453 . 
212 · STU 0000 ·: 111 00 22 21 0000 1604 
213 .. STD 0600 3INCA . 0044 24· 0000 l l~23 
214 00 00.01 . 0000 0032 00 0001 0000 
215 LDD 0000 144 00 L•O' 69 0000 165'• 
216 STL . 0000 5UPbS: 00 50 20 0000 1764 
217 .LDD . 0000 18,2 0072 69 0000 1967 
218 00 0001 0000 .0088 00 0001 0000 
·219 00 0000· 0002 0068 00 0000 0002 
220 · 00 . 0001 . 0000 . 0002 00 0001 . 0000 
221 STD · . 0000 . 78 0122 2L• 0000 1503 
222 · RAL . 0000· 92 0020 65 0000 1605 
.223 .RAB 0000 121 0048 '67 ·. 0000 1805 
224 00 0001 · o·ooo 
.0098 00 0001 0000 
227 STL 0060 
.71 OOOp 20 . 0000 1Lt03 
. 228 ob . . 0001 . 0000 0039 00 0001 ·oooo 
229 .. · · STD 0000 .· 81 0005 · 24 · 0000 1553 
·. 230 
·· RAL 0000 86 01 72. . 65 0000 1505 
231. LDD 0000 : 118 0066 . 69 0000 1753 
· 233 .· STL 0000 . 71 0042 20 0000 1403 
234 . · 00 0001 0000 0062 . 00 0001 0000 
236 .STL 0000 71 . ' 0139 20 0000 1'+03 
237 . STL 0000 ' 100 . 0024 20 · 0000 1504 
238 RAL 0000 3SHPL . 0071 65 0000 1705 
239 RAL 0000 4SHPL 012,l 65 0000 1806 
240 RAL 0000 5SHP 01 7-1 65 0000 1.913 
.242 · 
.00 .. 0000 0010 01 73 . 00 0000 0010 
24·4 00 0001 0000 01'o2 00 0001 0000 
245 STL 0000 ·· 100 0150 20 0000 150'~-
246 00 0001 ·0000 0081 .oo 0001 0000 
247 STL 0000 · 100 0104 20 0000 1504 
254 RDs · 19.94 AO 0163 . 70 1994 1400 
25.5 44 1987 1988 0004 41,i. 1987 1988 
257 STL SCXLO SWHON 0151 20 1933 0152 
AO r, RDS 1975 3000 READ IJC CD · ll~OO 70 1975 3000 
1975 LDD . 1951 STORE 1975 69 1951 1'•04 
STD 21R I 1404 24 1407 1410 
STD AOOOl J 1410 24 1827 1430 
LDD 1952 C 1430 ' 69 1952 1405 
STD 2JR 1405 . 21.. 1408 1411 
STD A0002 1411 24 1828 1431 
LDD 1953 1431 69 1953 ll1,06 
·. STD 2CIJR 1'•06 24 1'+09 1412 
STD A0003 MUBAR TO PHASE 3 1412 24 1829 1432 
PHASE 3 CONSTRUCT MU BAR TABLE 
43 
MU BAR RAU 70 8003 RESET 1432 60 l l~35 8003 
8003 STL 0000 71 UV 8003 20 0000 1403 
71 SUP 72 TABLES 1403 li 1456 1461 
NZU 73 TO ll~6 l /.+Li, 1415 1416 
AUP 74 8003 ZERO 1415 10 1418 8003 
73 STL 0000 7~ SET Ee TO 0 1416 20 0000 1453 
75 RAL 2IR SET MU l 1453 65: 1407 1511 
. ALO 76 TO l 1511 15 1414 1419 
LDD 77 8002 1419 69 1422 8002 
8002 ·STD . 0000 '· 78 8002 24 0000 1503 
78 RAL · 2JR SET NU J 1503 65 1408 1413 
· ALO 79 TO 1 1413 15 1466 1421 
LOO . 80 6002 1421 69 1424 8002 
8002 ·sro 0000 61 8002 24 0000 1553 
61 · LOO S2 INITIALIZE 1553 69 1556 1509 
STO 3GETB ,8001 JJC ADDRESS 1509 24 1506 8001 
.. 8001 . RAL . 0000 83 · I JC TO LA 8001 65 0000 i455 
83 NZA 84 TEST IJC 1455 45 1458 1459 
· SLT 0003 STORE 1458 35 0003 1417 
STU. .31 l ·1 1417 21 1472 1425 
SUP 8001' 1425 11 8001 1433 
SLT 0002 · 1433 35 0002 1439 
RAL 8003 1439 65 8003 1, l~I} 7 
SLT; 00.04 CALC ADDRESS 1447 35 0004 1457 
ALO: 85 OF V BAR J 1457 15 1460 1465 
LDD 87 : •. 1465 69 1468 1471 
SDA 88 8002 14 71 22 1475 8002 
8002 . RAL ·oooo 86 ADD l 8002 65 · 0000 1505 
86 ALO 90 88 TO 1505 15 1508 1475 
88 STL 0000 89 V BAR J · l '~ 75 20 0000 1603 
89 RA.L 311 CALC ADDRESS H>03 65 1472 ll~27 
SLT 0004 . OF U BAR I 1'+27 35 . 0004 1437 
ALO . 91 1437 15 . 1440 1445 
LDD 93 1445 69 141+8 1401 
SDA 94 8002 IL~ 01 22 1555 . 8002 
8002 RAL 0000 92 ADO 1 8002 65 0000 1605 
92 ALO · 96 94 ·TO 1605 15 1558 1555 
94 STL 0000 95 U BAR I 1555 20 0000 1653 
95 RAL · 3GETB STEP 1653 65 1506 1561 
ALO 97 lJC 1561 15 1.464 1469 
STL 3GETB 8001 ADDRESS 1469 20 1506 8001 
84 . RAU 98 RESET 1459 60 1662 1517 
ALO 99 8003 MU BAR 1517 15 l L~2Q 8003 
. 8003 STL 0000 100 TABLE 8003 20 0000 1504 
100 SUP 101 TO CODED 1504 11 1507 1961 
NZU 102 MINUS ZERO 1961 l~I+ 1565 1611 
AUP 103 8003 1565 10 1518 8003 
102 RAL 104 I 1H T IALIZE 1611 65 1564 1669 
STD 105 MU BAR ADDR 1669 24 1451 1554 
LOO 106 1554 69 1557 1510 
SDA 107 1510 22 1905 1858 
LDD . 108 INHIALIZE 1858 69 1712 1615 
STO 3SHPL P SHIFT 1615 24 1705 1908 
LDD 109 1908 69 1762 1665 
STD 3SHPR . 110 1665 24 1635 1688 
., 
j :,: ~. : 
44 
110 STU 0000 111 SET EB TO 0 1688 21 0000 1604 
111 LOO 112 INITIALIZE 1604 69 1607 1560 
STD 3088 8001 IJC ADDRESS 1560 24 1476 8001 
8001 RAL . 0000 113 · IJC TO l.A 8001 65 0000 1655 
113 NZA THETA TEST IJC 1655 45 1608 1559 
BMI 102 1608 46 1611 1462 
SLT 0003 STORE I j 1462 35 0003 1521 
STU · 312 1521 21 1426 1429 
SUP 8001 1429 11 8001 1487 
SLT 0002 1487 35 0002 1443 · 
STU 3J2 l05 1443 21 1498 1451 
105 RAL 0()00 3SHPL MUS TO L,'\ 1451 65 0000 1705 
3SHPL SLT 0009 114 GET MU p 1705 35 0009 1525 
114 . STU. . 3LMUS 1525 21 1480 1483 
SUP · 8001 1483 11 8001 1'•41 
SLT, 0001 .1441 · 35 0001 I 1'•97 
STL 3RMUS 1497 20 1501 1454 
SLO 8001 1454 16 8001 1661 
SUP 115 IS MU BAR 1661 11 15 ll• 1519 
NZU 3lNCA KNOWN 1519 44 1423 1474 
. LDD 
· 116 SET D TO 8 1474 69 1477 1530 
I. STD .30 . CALC LOC OF · 1530 24 1533 1436 
RAL 3~2 UBARMU ANO 1436 65 1498 1703 
SLT . 0004 1703 35 0004 . 1463 
ALO . 117 8002 VB.ARNU AND 1463 15 1516 . 8002 
8002 LDD ·. 0000 . 118 STORE THEM 8002 · 69 0000 1753 
il8 ST.O 3F 1753 24 1606 1609 
LDD 119 1609 69 1512 1515 
SDA. . 3STVN 1515 22 . 1569 1522 
. RA.L . 312 1522 65 1426 1481 
SL T ·. 0004 ', 1481 35 0004 1491 
ALO 120 1491 15 1444 1449 
· ~OD·· 122 1449 69 1402 1755 
.. 
· SDA 3STUM 8002 1755 22 1659 8002 
8002 ' RAB 0000 121 UBARMU TO LA 8002 67 0000 1805 
121 STD . 3E 1805 24 1658 1711 
Sl,T · . 0006 IS UBAR . t 1711 35 0006 1575 
SUP 123 1575 11 ll•28 1583 
NZU · 3CAL · 1583 44 1537 1438 
RAB . 3F. IS VBAR 1 1537 67 1606 1761 
SLT 0006 1'761 35 0096 1625 
SUP 124 · 1625 11 1478 1633 
NZU 3DT09 1633 44 1587 11.,as 
LOO 125 126 SET EB TO 1.0 1587 , 69 1490 1493 
126 STD 0000 31NCA MINUS 1111 1493 24 0000 1423 
3DT09 LDD' 127 SET D 1488 69 1541 14,94 
STD 3D TO S 1494 24 . 1533 1486 
RAL 3E JNTERCHANGE 1486 65 1658 1513 
LDD 3F E ANO F 1513 69 1606 1709 
STD 3E 1709 24 1658 1811 
STL 3F 3CAL 1811 20 1606 1438 
3CAL RAL 3E . GET 2 1438 65 1658 1563 
SLT 0006 1563 35 0006 1527 
' STL 3ClR2 STORE 2 1527 20 1531 1434 
RAL 3F 1434 65 1606 . 1061 
45 
SLT 0006 1861 3.'.'", 0006 1675 
STU 3CIR3 STORE 3 1675 21 1580 1683 
RAL 8002 4 IN LA 1683 65 8002 1591 
SLO 3CIR2 4 MIN 2 1591 16 1531 1485 
SRT 0006 1485 30 0006 1499 
STL 34M2 STORE 4MIN2 1499 20 1803 1656 
RAB 3CIR3 AB3 TO LA 1656 67 1580- 1535 
SLT 0004 1535 35 0004 1495 
SLO 128 1495 16 1598 1853 
LDD 34M2 1853 69 1303 1706 
SDA 129 1706 22 1,59 1562 
RAL 8001 1562 65 8001 1619 
LDD 3D TEST D 1619 69 . 1533 1.536 
BD1 3STVN 3STUM 1536 91 · 1569 1659 
lSTVN STL 0000 3STM8 D IS 8 1569 20 0000 1903 
lSTl)M STL 0000 3STMB D IS 9 1659 20 0000 1903 
ISTMB RAL 3CIR2 CALCULATE 1903 65 1531 1585 
NZA 130 CODED 1585 45 1538 1489 
BMI 131 MU8AR 1538 46 1641 1 L~42 
RAU 132 130 1641 60 1544 1489 
l31 RAU 133 · . 130 1442 60 1545 1489 
l30 ALO 3RMUS 1489 15 1501 1855 
SRT 0001 ASSEMBLE 1855 30 0001 1911 
AUP 3LMUS 3SHPR AND STORE 1911 10 1L~80 1635 
lSHPR SRT - 0009 107 NEW MUBAR 1635 30 0009 1905 
l07 STL 0000 3INCA WORD 1905 20 0000 11~23 
IINCA RAL 30BB. STEP I 1423 65 1476 1581 
ALO l 3'i . I JC 158 J. 15 1484 1539 
STL 3088 ADDRESS 1539 20 1476 1'-i"79 
RAL 3SHPL STEP 1479 65 1 705 1809 
ALO 135 P SHIFT 1809 15 1612 1467 
LDD 3SHPR 1467 69 1635 1588 
SDA 3SHPR 1588 22 1635 1638 
STL 3SHPL 1638 20 1705 1708 
SLT 0005 ISP ZERO 1708 35 0005 1571 
RAL 8002 1571 65 8002 1529 
SL T. 0001 1529 35 0001 1685 
NZU 3088 H,85 4.4 1476 15',0 
RAL 105 STEP 1 s,~o 65 1451 1756 
ALO 136 MU BAR 1756 15 18S9 1613 
LDD 107 ADDRESS 1613 69 1905 1758 
SDA 107 1758 22 1905 1808 
STL 105 3088 1808 20 l '~.51 1476 
'7 00 0000 0001 CONSTANTS 1422 00 0000 0001 
10 00 0000 0001 1424 00 0000 0001 
17 STL 0000 89 1468 20 0000 1603 
10 00 0001 0000 1508 00 000) 0000 
13 STL 0000 95 l't48 20 0000 1653 
16 00 0001 0000 1558 ob 0001 0000 
17 00 0001 0000 1464 00 0001 0000 19 33 3333 3333 1420 33 3333 3)3~ 
06 STL 0000 31NCA 1557 20 0000 142.3 
08 SLT 0000 114 1712 35 0000 1525 
O'J SRT 0000 107 1762 30 0000 1905 
46 
115 00 0000 0003 15 lir 00 0000 0003 116 00 0000 0008 1477 00 0000 0008 
119 STL 0000 3STMB 1512 20 0000 1903 
122 STL 0000 3STMB 1402 20 0000 1903 
123 00 0000 0001 142 8 00 0000 0001 
124 00 0000 0001 lli-78 00 0000 0001 
125 00 1111 0000 l'+ 90· - 00 1111 0000 
127 00 0000 0009 1541 00 0000 0009 
128 00 0001 0000 1598 00 0001 0000 
132 00 0000 0002 · 1544 00 0000 0002 
133 00 0000 0001 151+5 00 0000 0001 
134 00 oooi 0000 1484 00 0001 0000 
135 00 0001 0000 1612 00 0001 0000 
136 00 0001 0000 1859 00 0001 0000 
PHASE 4 CALCULATE THETA 
THETA LDD 137. , INITIALIZE . 1559 69 1962 , 1965 
STD · 4LIJC I JC ADDR CTR. 1965 24 1738 19•~1 · 
LDD 138 INlTIALIZE 1941 69 1694 17'+ 7 
STD 4LXIJ" XI J ADDRESS 1747 24 1856 1710 
STD · 4H . SE T H PLUS 1710 2lr 1450 1854 
LDD 139 SET THETA TO · 1854 69 1760 1663 
STD 4T 9999999999 1663 24 · l '}82 1835 
LDD 140 SET P SHIFT · 1835 69 1788 1642 
STD 4SHPL TO ZERO 1642 24 1806 1810 
RAL · 141 153 INITIALIZE 1810 65 1713 1804 
153 STL . 4LMB 8001 MUS.AR ADDR 1804 20 1891 8001 
8001 RAL 0000 4SHPL 8001 65 0000 1806 
4SHPL . SLT 0009 142 · 1806 35 0009 1577 
142 RAL 8002 GET AND 1577 65 8002 1735 
SL T ·. 0001 TEST MUBAR · 1735 35 0001 1691 
AUP . 143 8003 . 1691 10 159'~ . 8003 
800_3 NOP 0000 0000 TR ON MUBAR 8003 00 . 0000 0000 
K0004 HLT 0006 MU BAR HLT MU IS MZ 154'9 01 0006 1432 
"K0003 NOP 0000 KOOOl TRA TO KOOOl . 15.48 00 0000 1546 · 
K0002 RAL 4H . 4LX 1 J H TO LA 1547 65 1450 1856 
4LXIJ LDD 0000 14'1- XX TO Dir,T 1856 69 0000 1654 
144 BMI 4GXRH · 4G XL H TEST H 1654 46 1657 1909 
.4GXLH RAL 8001 145 GET XIJ LH 1909 65 8001 1567 
145 SRT . 0005 146 15 6 7 30 . 0005 1579 
4GXRH RAU · 8001 GET XIJ RH 1657 6Q 8001 1715 
SRT 0005' 1715 30 0005 1627 
RAL 8002 145 1627 65 8002 1567 
146 SLO 4T COMPARE XlJ 1579 16 1482 1637 
NZA 4XEOT WITH THETA 1637 45 1590 1741 
BMI KOOOl 1590. 46 1543 1546 
ALO 8001 ~EPLACE 1543 15 8001 1551 
STL 4T l '~ 7 THETA BY XIJ 1551 · 20 1482 1785 
147 LDD 4LIJC AND LIJCT 1785 69 1738 1791 
STD 4LT KOOOl BY LIJCX 1791 24 1644 1546 
KOOOl ·. RAL 4LIJC IS IJC 1546 65 1738 1593 
SLO 148 COUNTER 1593 16 1446 1601 
NZA ABT MAXIMUM 1601 45 1704 1906 
ALO 149 STEP lJC 1704 15 1707 1812 
47 
STL 4LIJC COUNTER 1812 2 (J l 7 38 1 8 1:, 1 
RSL 4H REVERSE 18 Lt 1 66 11.. so 1757 
STL 4H SIGN OF H 17 5 7 20 ]. L; ~1 0 17r;A 
BMI 41NPS TEST H 17 5 '+ ~ ,:J 1807 16'1.0 
RAL 4L.XIJ STEP xx 1610 6:~ 18 5 6 i 8 ', 2 
ALO 150 ADDRESS 18 6 2 15 1765 1719 
STL 4LXIJ 4INPS 1719 20 1856 1.807 
41NPS RAL 4SHPL STEP 1807 65 1806 1912 
ALO 151 p 1912 15 1815 1769 
STL 4SHPL SHIFT 1769 20 1806 1660 
SLT 0005 IS 1660 35 0005 ].i; 73 
RAL 8002 p l'~ 73 65 8002 16 31 
SLT 0001 ZERO 1631 35 0001 1687 
NZU 4LMB 1687 • f -,··+ 1891 1A92 
RAL 4LMB STEP MUBAf~ 1492 65 1891 1595 
ALO 152 153' ADDRESS 1595 15 1698 Hl04 
4XEQT RAL 4LIJC XlJ EQ THETA 1741 65 1738 16'+3 
ALO 154 8002 16 4 3 15 1 /.~96 8002 
8002 RAL 0000 155 IJCX TO LA 8002 65 0000 18 5 7 
155 SLT 0003 1857 35 0003 1865 
STU 41X STORE IX 1865 21 11, 70 1523 
SUP 8001 1523 11 8001 1681 
SLT 0002 1681 35 0002 1737 
STU 4JX STORE JX 1737 21 l 5'i-2 l 6l}5 
RAL 4LT 1645 65 16'~4 1599 
ALO 156 8002 1599 15 l 'i 52 8002 
8002 RAL 0000 157 IJCT TO LA 8002 65 0000 1907 
157 SL'T 0003 1907 35 0003 1915 
STU '+ I. T STORE IT 1915 21 1520 1 5 73 
SUP 8001 1573 11 8 001 1 7 3 1 · 
SLT 0002 1731 35 0002 1787 
STU 4JT STORE JT 1787 21 1592 1695 
RAL 4IX C0t1PARE 1695 65 l li-70 1725 
SLO 41T IX WITH IT 1725 16 '1520 1775 
NZA 158 1775 :.,5 1528 1629 
BMI l '~ 7 KOOOl 1528 '~6 1785 l 5'l 6 
158 RAL 4JX COMPARE 1629 65 1542 1597 
SLO 4JT JX WITH .JT 1597 16 1592 1697 
NZA 9007 1697 45 1500 9007 
BMI 147 KOOOl 1500 46 1785 154 6 
139 99 9999 9999 CONSTANTS 1760 99 9999 9999 
140 SLT 0000 l '~2 1788 35 0000 1577 
143 00 0000 KOOOl 1594 00 0000 15<', 6 
150 00 0001 0000 1765 
I 
00 0 001 0000 
151 00 0001 0000 1815 00 0001 0000 
152 00 0001 0000 1698 00 0601 0000 
154 RAL oobo 155 1496 65 0000 1857 
156 RAL 00·00 157 14 52 65 0000 1907 
PHASE 5 ALTER BASIS TABLE 
AIBif RAL 160, INITIALIZE 1906 65 1916 1771 
LDD 1611 XIJ ADDRESS 1771 69 15 2'+ 1777 
S1DA 5GETX 1777 22 1664, 1817 
1·. 
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STL 5STOX 1817 20 1847 1800 
STD SQ SET Q PLUS 1800 24 1748 1751 
STU 5SCB SET SCBAR 0 1751 21 1717 1670 
LDD 162 INITIALIZE 1670 69 1873 1576 
STD SGMB MUBAR ADDR 1576 24 1.502 1966 
LDD 163 INITIALIZE 1966 69 1720 1923 
STD 5SHP p SHIFT 1923 2ii- 1913 1867 
LDD 164 INITIALIZE 1867 69 1770 1973 
STD SLIJC SLOOP IJC ADR CTR 1973 24 l 9Ql~ 1550 
SLOOP RAL 5LIJC LlJC TO LA 15 50 65 1904 1860" 
ALO 165 SET 1860 15 I763 1617 
LDD 1 €>6 !JC 1617 69 i570 1623 
SDA 5S1JC 8002 ADDRESSES 1623 22 1677 8002 
8002 RAB 0000 167 IJC TO LA 8002 67 0000 1910 
167 SLT 0005 1910 35 0005 1673 
RAL 8002 1673 65 8002 1781 
SRT 0005 1781 30 0005 169 3 
,$TL SCIJ STORE CIJ 1693 20 1797 1600 
RAL 5LIJC IS L !JC EQ 1600 65 1904 1813 
SLO 4L T TOLIJCT 181 3 16 1644- 1699 
·NZA · 5GMB 5RBE 1699 45 1502 1863 
SGMB. RAL 0000 SSHP GET MU BAR 150 2 65 0000 1913 
5SHP SLT 0009 168 19 13 35 0009 1733 
16~ RAL 8002 173 3 65 8002 1692 
SLT 0001 TRANSFER 169 2 35 0001 171,9 
AUP 169 ON MUBAR 174-9 10 1552 1963 
LDD 5CI J 8003 Cl J TO DI.$ T 1963 69 ' 1797 8003, 
FOOO~ .RSL 8001 MU BAR IS l6l} 8 66 8001 1614 
· STL 5CBAR PLUS 1 1614 20 1819 1572 
RSL 4T 170 1572 66 ' 1 L~ 8 2 1837 
F0003 STD 5CBAR MU8AR IS 16Lt9 2 L;. 1 8 19 1622 
RAL 4T 170 MINUS 1 1622 65 . lL:-82 183 7 i 
170 r STL 5TBAR 1837 20 1 7l,2 1745 
RAL 5Q 5GETX Q TO LA 1745 65 1 748 1664 
5GETX LDD 0000 171 xx TO DIST 1664 69 0000 1714 
171 BMI 5XRH SXLH TEST Q 1 71 Lt L~6 1667 1 568 
5XRH RAL 8001 ADD 1667 65 8001 1825 
ALO 5TBAR SSTOX THETA BAR 1825 15 17 1~ 2 l 8L:• 7 
5XLH RAL 8001 TO 1568 65 8001 1875 
SLT 0005 X l..J 1875 35 0005 1887 
AUP 5TBAR 1887 10 1742 1897 
' SRT 0005 5STOX 1897 30 0005 181.:•7 
5STOX ST L 0000 5UPDS STORE NEW X 1847 20 pooo 17 64 
5RBE RA L 2IR CONSTRUCT 1863 65 1 4-07 1 814 
SLT 000 2 I JCIJ 2 1814 35 opo2 1 621 
ALO 2JR 1621 15 1408 1864 
SLT 0001 186.l~ 35 . 0,001 1 671 
AAS 2CIJR 5S 1JC STORE NEW 1671 17 l ~~09 1677 
· ssIJC STL 0000 1 72 BASIS ELEM 1677 20 0000 1914 
172 RAB 2C I J R SET CBAR TO 1914 67 l '+09 J 964 
SLO 5C LJ CIJR MINUS 1964 16 1797 1651 
STL SC BAR 5UPDS CIJ 16 51 20 1819 1764 
5UPDS RAL 5SCB UPDATE 1764 65 1717 1721 
ALO 5CBAR SIGMA CBAR 1721 15 · l819 17 2 3 
STL SSCB FOJOl 1723 20 1717 16 [;. 7 
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FOOOl RAL 5LIJC STEP !JC 1647 6 5 1904 1566 
ALO 173 ADDR CTR 1566 15 1869 1773 
SLO 174 IS LI.JC MAX 1773 16 1526 1532 
NZA CHECK 1532 45 1586 1937 
ALO 8001 1586 15 8001 1743 
STL 5LIJC 1743 20 1904 1616 
RSL SQ REVERSE SIGN 1616 66 l 7L~8 1666 
STL SQ OF Q 1666 20 171+8 1701 
BMI 176 TEST Q 1701 46 1716 1766 
RAL 5GETX STEP XIJ 1766 65 1664 . 1919 
ALO 175 ADDRESSES 1919 15 1672 1727 
LDD 5STOX 1727 69 1847 16~,o 
SDA 5STOX 1650 22 18L;. 7 1700 
STL 5GETX 176 1700 20 1664 1716 
176 RAL 5SHP STEPP 1716 65 1913 1767 
ALO 177 SHIFT 1767 15 1620 1925 
STL SSHP 1925 20 1913 1816 
SLT 0005 ISP ZERO 1016 35 0005 1679 
RAL 8002 1679 65 8002 1838 
SLT 0001 1838 35 0001 1795 
NZU SLOOP 1795 ·V~ 1550 1750 
RAL 5GMB STEP 1750 65 1502 1866 
ALO 178 MUBJ\R 1866 15 1969 1823 
STL SGMB SLOOP ADDRESS 1823 20 1502 1550 
161 LDD 0000 171 CONSTANTS 15 2L~ 69 0000 1714 
163 SLT 0000 168 ' 1720 35 0000 1733 
165 RAB 0000 167 1763 67 0000 1910 
166 STL 0000 172 1570 20 0000 1 9 l't 
169 00 0000 FOOOl 1552 00 0000 1647 
173 00 0001 0000 1869 00 0001 0000 
175 00 0001 0000 1672 00 0001 0000 
177 00 0001 0000 1620 00 0001 0000 
178 00 0001 0000 1969 00 0001 0000 
PHASE 6 CHECK NEW DISTRIBUl 101\l 
CHECK RAL 180 INITIALIZE 1937 65 l 6L~0 1895 
STD 6GETX XX ADDR 1395 24 1820 1624 
t, STD 6Z SET Z PLUS l 62L;. 24 1917 1920 
STU 6SUMX SET SX TO 0 1920 21 l 8L~5 1848 
LDD 181 SETT TO l 81+8 69 1851 1668 
STD 6T 6LOGP M PL 1 MINN 1668 2't 1801 1850 
6LOOP RSL 6Z REVERSE SIGN 1850 66 1917 1821 
STL 6Z 6GETX OF Z 1821 20 1917 1820 
6GETX LDD 0000 182 XX TO DIST 1820 69 0000 1967 
182 BMI 6XLH 6XRH TEST Z 1967 46 1870 1871 
6XLH RAL 8001 184 1870 65 8001 1578 
184 SRT 0005 6UPSX X IN LA 1578 3G 0005 1792 
6XRH RAL 8001 1871 65 8001 1729 
AUP 6GETX STEP XX 1729 10 1820 1626 
AUP 183 ADDRESS 1626 10 1779 1783 
STU 6GETX 1783 21 1820 1 E, 74 
SLT 0005 1574 35 0005 1086 
RAL 8002 184 1888 65 8002 1578 
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6UPSX ALO 6SUMX UPDATE 1792 15 l 8L~5 1799 
STL 6StJMX SUM X 1799 20 1845 1798 
RAL 6T END OF J. 7 9 D 65 1801 1618 
SLO 185 LOOP TEST 1618 16 1921 1676 
NZA 6CXWS 1676 45 1630 1582 
5TL 6T 6LOOP 1630 20 1801 1850 
6CXWS RAL 6SUMX COMPARE SUMX 1582 65 1845 1849 
SLO SUMS WITH SUMS 1849 16 1931 1885 
NZA 186 1885 45 1938 1589 
HLT 9008 9008 STOP 1938 01 9008 9008 
186 RAL 5SCB IS SIGCBAR 1589 65 1717 1971 
NZA 187 ZERO 1971 45 1674 1726 
HLT 9011 9011 · STOP 16 7,.,. 01 9011 9011 
187 PCH AOOOl PUNCH !JC 1726 71 1827 1628 
PCH 1927 PUNCH 1628 71 1927 1678 
RAL RP Cl ALTERNATE 1678 65 1632 1639 
LDD AO 315P7 OPT I MAL 1639 69 1400 1718 
1927 00 1928 0007 SOLUTION 1927 00 1928 0007 
183 00 0001 0000 CONSTANTS 1779 00 0001 0000 
185 00 0001 0000 1921 00 0001 0000 
RESTART PUNCH SUBROUTINE 
RP SUB STD RPXX PUNCH 1900 24 1768 1722 
PCH 1927 MASTER DATA 1722 71 1927 1728 
RAL RP Cl CARD ,4ND' 1728 65 1632 1689 
LDD RPXX 315P7 . I JC XX 1689 69 1768 1718 
RPCl . 00 0000 0000 TABLES 1632 00 0000 0000 
PROG 315 P7 PUNCH SUBROUTINE 
. 315PC RAL 8000 315P7 PCH CONSOLE 1950 65 8000 1718 
315P7 STD 315XX STQRE EX IT 1718 24 1772 1776 
LDD 315A SET 1776 69 1680 1534 
SDA 315A FWA 1534 22 1680 1584 
SLT 0004 AND 1584 35 0004 19'+5 
SDA 315B . LWA 1945 22 1899 1602 
RAL 315A 315J FWA TO LA 1602 65 1680 1935 
315J AUP 315( ' U-JA TO UA 1935 10 1739 1793 
LDD 315D SET CONTROL 1793 69 1596 1949 
SDA · POOOl 8002 WORD 1949 22 1877 8002 
315F AUP 315E STEP PCH ADR 1901 10 1818 1724 
SLO 315B HAS LAST 172L~ 16 189 9 1868 
SUP 8003 WORD BEEN 1868 11 8003 1826 
NZA 315G STORED 1826 '.l~5 1 730 1682 
AUP 8001 1730 10 8001 1789 
ALO 315E 1789 15 1818 1 77"., 
ALO 3158 1774 15 1899 1918 
SUP 315H HAVE 7 WORDS 1918 11 182 2 1778 
NZU 3151 BEEN STORED 1778 44 173 2 1782 
AUP · 8001 8002 17 3 2 10 BOOJ. 8002 
3151 PCH POOOl 315J PUNCH 7 WDS 1782 71 1877 1 93 5 
315G RAL , 8001 MODIFY 1682 65 8001 1839 
SLO 315H CONTROL 1839 16 1822 1780 
51 
SRT 0004 WORD ON 1780 3 0 0004 1842 
ALO POOOl LAST CARD 1842 15 1877 1634 
STL POOOl PUNCH 1634 20 1877 168'+ 
PCH POOOl 315XX LAST CARD 168'+ 71 1877 1772 
315A 69 0000 8003 CONSTANTS 1680 69 0000 8003 
315( 24 P0002 315F 1739 24 1878 1901 
315D 00 0000 0007 1596 00 0000 0007 
315E 00 0001 0000 1818 00 0001 · 0000 
315H 24 P0009 315F 1822 24 1885 1901 
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1ut Deck Descriptions : 
.. 
Program I: ( 81 c ards serially numbered from 496Tl 000 to 496Tl 081) 
Small Big 
1) Program I Program I 
2) Master Data Card I Master Data Card I 
3) Di's D·'S 
. 1 
4) S·'s s,1 s J J 5) Cost Matrix Blank Card 
6) Blank Card Cost Matrix 









Master Data Card Ill 
(ij Cij) Table 





Master Data Card II} { Output 
(iJ' c , ·) Table ----- of l.J 




--------{ Circulate in 
Read Feed 








Master Data Card III}- __________ { Output of 
(i.j Ci} Table Program II 
X · · Table lJ 
Blank Card 




533: Place appropriate deck in read feed, blanks in punch feed and use 650 
Utility Control Panel. 
50: 
Half-cycle switch - RUN 
Display 11 - DISTRIBUTOR 
Overflow 11 - STOP 
Programmed 11 - STOP 
Error 11 - STOP 
Storage entry switches - 70, 1951, 3000 
1) Press computer-reset key 
2) 11 program-start key 
3) 11 read and punch start key on 533. 
)rogram I: 







C:iuse and Action 
?Di =f ? Sj : ter minate run; 
ch ec~ k input data. 
Number of basis elements f. (m-1- n-1); t 
should not occur. 
Norma} stop at endo 
2/5 
If stop is due to key punching error (double punch, blank column, no sign, etc . ) 
fix bad card and place remainder of input deck with error card first in read fe ed. 
a) Press computer-reset key 
b) Press read start key on 533 
c) Manually transfer control to 1988. 
If stor is not due to key puncrang error, start over. 
)rogram 11: 
Small: Press end-of-file key wher. read hopper empties 












Cause and Action 
Cannot calculate UV table; pressing 
program start will give machine 
second chanqe to calculate UV table. 
Second chance to calculate UV table 
unsucessful; basis distribution is 
degenerate; pressing program start 
key will cause punching of incomplete 
UV table for visual study; terminate run. 
Normal stop; end of UV punchout 
NormaJ. stop; punching of solution over 
and alternate optima indications are 
not desired.. 
Normal stop; punching of alternate optima 
indications over. 
Error inji table; pressing prograr,i start 
will give machine another chance to cal-
culate p table. 
Duplicate basis element; error restart. 
_LX .. * 2 S. {amount shipped not equal 
to adtount avJilable); error restart. · · 
3/5 
{If not using distribution given by Program I, 




Total cost has increased.; error restart. 
(This stop should not occur) 
This stop should. not occur; error rest~rt. 
At the end of phase 6 {checking), the sign of the storage entry switches is 
interrogated.. If it is minus (-), the current master data card and basifi 
table * will be punched. out in exactly the same form as the input initial : 
distribution. This output serves two purposes: 
* {ij Cij) and Xij tables. 
' 
96 
1) It may be used as an "initial distribution II at some future time if it is 
desired to run the problem in stages. 
2) It is loaded back into the 650 in the event of an error restart. 
4/5 
Thus the machine operator should periodically, during the course of running 
a problem, set the sign of the storage entry switches to minus and obtain the 
punchout described above. 
rror Restart: 
Place the following deck in the 533 read hopper: 
Small ··. ~ :; 
Last restart punch~p.t 
blank card 
Big 




(be sure to "zero" the cost matrices in big problem) 
Press computer-reset key and manually send control to 1975. Press read 
start on 533. ·· -
If it is suspected. that the program has been damaged., start over using the 
last restart punchout as an initial distribution. If stop is due to key punching 
error, follow procedure given under Program I. 
rogram ID: 







~ - - -- .. 
J 
Cause and Action 
Same as Program II 
Change in cost J; zero; error restart. 
:* Master data card, (ij Cij) and Xij tables. 
rror Restart: 
Place the following deck in the 533 read feed: 
master data card \ last good 
J 
alternate 
(ijC .. ) table optimal lJ solution 
x .. table punched lJ 
blank card 
Press computer-reset key and manually transfer to 1988: Press read start 
on the 533. 
If it is suspected. that the program has been damaged, start over using the 
last good alternate optimal solution in place of the output of Program II. 
5/5 
APPENDIX B 
MODIFICATION TO IBM PROGRAM 496 
To modify a program listed on a deck of cards, it is only necessary 
to place the cii.rds containing the modifications at the end of the pro-
gram deck. The necessary·modifications to the IBM program are listed 
below. 
Card Number Location of Operation Data Instruction 
Instruction . Code Address Address 
1. 1247 20 1934 1209 
2. '1850 71 1927 1730 
3. 1730 65 1748 1776 
4. 1748 00 0000 1358 
5. 1776 69 1205 1745 
6. 1745 23 1205 18.36 
7. ·165.5 46 1358 1795 
8. 179.5 45 1336 1358 
9. 1336 20 1312 1465 
10. 1282 24 12.35 1487 
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